
Essential Question

• To what extent is student
understanding supported and
deepened by the application of
complex and rigorous text, while
combined with higher level
thinking?
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Objectives and Focus Areas
• Analyze and evaluate the role of the Common

Core Learning Standards in our daily instruction.
• Review the application of our understanding

connected to the role of complex text across
content areas.

• Evaluate the extent to which students are using
complex text to support and deepen their
understanding through the use of questioning1

• Investigate the application of differentiation
strategies as it relates to learning experiences that
utilize complex text and questions.

• •
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- . .Guicung Questions
• How is the application of the Common Core

Learning Standards (CCLS) impacting classroom
planning, instruction, and assessment?

• What is complex text and how is it being utilized
across content areas?

• To what extent are students engaging in complex
text and using the text to support and deepen their
understanding?

• To what extent do our questions and prompts ask
students to substantiate their thinking, while
deepening their understanding?

• How does the use of differentiation allow students
to successfully engage in the use of complex text to
meet their instructional needs?

.
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Classroom Visits
Group Teacher/Subject/Grade Room Time Frame

Level Number

Mrs.

Cunningham

Dr. McGinley

Mrs. Schultz

Mr. Stutzman

Dr. Terranova

Mrs. Burns

Mr. Vay

Mrs. Crowder

Mr. Perreaud

Mr. Seeley

Mrs. Kelly

Mrs. Lipke

Ms. Keefe

Social Studies

Grade8

Mr. Maginn and Mrs.

Snover,

Physical Education

Grade 7/8

Mr. Pelliccia

Math

Grade8

• Please refer to the schedule and
groups for an overview of our

classroom visits
. . .

345 7:20-7:30
Ms. Quinn

English 231 7:07-7:17
Grade 7

Mrs. Petro

Music 206 7:07-7:17
Grade 7

Mrs. Monaghan

Science 364 7:07-7:17
Grade7

Group Teacher/Subject/Grade Room Time Frame
Level Number

Mrs.

Cunningham

Dr. McGinley

Mrs. Schultz

Mr. Stutzman

Dr. Terranova

Mrs. Burns

Mr. Vay

Mrs. Crowder

Mr. Perreaud

Mr. Seeley

Mrs. Kelly

Mrs. Lipke

Gym 7:20-7:30

3.

302 7:20-7:30
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Six Shifts in ELA]Literacy
• Balancing lnforrnathnal and

Literary Text

• Building Knowledge in the
Disciplines

• Staircase of Complexity

• Text-Based Answers

• Writing From Sources

• Academic Vocabulary

Six Shifts in Math
• Focus

• Coherence

• Fluency

• Deep Understanding

• Applications

• Dual Intensity

wwwengageNY.ora

Instructional Shifts for the Common Core
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Note on range and content
of student reading

T:’ zecome cc’:feg’ and career ready

students must grxip.e with works
of exceotlonal craft and thougbt
whose range e 1dec05 across geires

cu/t.re& and centuries, Such works
on’er profound :ns/chts Into the human
cc’ncltlon ano se’ve as moces (cx
students’ OW?? thfnMng and writing.

Along L4lth hIcua%ty conterrooran/
won.s. these texts shouri z’e chosen

from rang sern’na.’ U S. documents.
the c’assics of 4me’1ran :fterattffe, and
the tfrne:ess dramas of Shcesoeare.

Throua” tilde and deep reaimg of
.terature and :Iterary nonfiction of

steazsy Increasing sophistication.
students gaIn a resen czr of /.e’a,y
and cu:tura.’ knowiedce. references.
and images: the aDs!ryto eva:uate
!ntt’,’:ate a-guments’and the cacity
to surmou:t the c . enges Dosed r
comoe. texts.

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading
The s;ra’:i-s .E.—12 standards on the f’:lIoing pages define what students should understand ard be able todo by the
end of cacti grade. They correspond to the C’:Iiie and Career Readiness CC R anchor standards below by number.
The C CR and cirade-spetlflc stan.:iai’Js are necessary cc.ftiplenflnt5—tie fcrrner prodding broad standards, the latter
provldlr additIonal spc: ificit —‘ti’sat together define the skills arid understandings that all students must dem:nstrate.

Key ideas and Details

1. Rad closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logIcal Inferences lr’:’Il it: cite specific textual
evIdence when wrIting or speakIng to supocrt ‘::.iicluslc’ns drawn fr:ni the text.

a retermine central Ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development: sum rnarlze the key supportIng details
and ideas.

S. Analyze how and why Individuals, eents, aiicl Ideas develop arid Interact over tre course of a text

Craft and Structure

4. interpret words and phrases as they are used In a text IncludIng :letermlnirg techni:ai, .:cnn.:’tatlve. and fIguratIve
meanings, and analyze l-i’:w speclfl’: w’:icl choIces shape meanIng or tone.

5. Ci alyze the structure of texts, Including how sl:ec ific sentences, paragraphs. and larger portions of the text
exi.. a Dtlon, chaptet scene, or stanza) relate to ea’:h other and the wh’:’le.

Ci. sess tow’ poInt of view or purpose shapes the content and style :f a te:t.

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARES FOR ENGLiSH LAH3L,-GE ARTS S LITERACY IN HISTORy.”SOCIAL STUDIES ::IEI’icE. AiL TECHNICAL SUBJECTS

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

7. lnt’:irate and evaluate content presented in diverse formats and media, ln:ludlna visually and quantitatively, as
well as in words.

8. r.Ilneate and evaluate the argument and spesIfic claIms in a text, :rcludin:i the valIdIty of the reasonIng as well as
the relevance and sufficIency of the evl.:len:e.

9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build kn:wiedcje or to compare the
al:’pr:.aches the authors take
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Range of Reading and Level of Text Compixity

0. F:ead and comprehend complex lIterary and Informational texts Independently an:I pI’:’ficIentlv

‘F’I— se ‘P.i-;€aich I’:. Build knowl÷:i.W’ in Wrltinq and “:•:npr—h÷nsF:’n and Ccilah’:iatlc’ii’ In Slrraklnu dii Li3tIn’a fr.i
nclditl.:.i.al standar:Is relevant to .atheilnq, assslnq. and pl lug ini’:’imatlon froni print ai,’J .:liqltai SC4JICs.

3 . .



Note on range and content
of student writing

r studel,ts Ldt!’ Is a Key meai’s
of astt and c*fer’dmg caL’ns.
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wr/t:nc c’,er mL)jtiA9 drafts when
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College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing
The grades —l2 standards on the f.:U:wing p;ge d—flne what stuclnts should un•:ierstand and be able t:•do by theer:l of ea’: h ciiade They ::rresp:nd to the Coil:ie and Career Readiness CC R: anchor standards heio’ by numberThe CCR .,nd cira:le-s:IfI’c standards ar ne:e;ar c:.niplen,ents—the I:rn,er priding broad standards, the latterprowidlri JditicnaI sp:Ificit—that together define the kiIis and understandings that all students must dci nstrate.

Text Types and Purposes
I. Wiite argunlents to support claims in an analysis ofsubstantl.’e topIcs or te:ts, using valId reasoning and relevanta rid su tfic lent evidence.

2 write informative/explanatory texts to :amIne and .:or’iy o:npl.’;. ideas and inf:rnatl:r clearly and accuratelythrou;th the etfe:tive selection, ot ariization. and analysis of ‘:onterit.
3. Write narratives to develop real or irnasilned exl:erieri: or evCntS using effectl te:hnlque. veil—ch:sei, details,and vell—structured event sequences.

Production and Distribution of Writing
4. pi:iu:e clear and coherent writing in vhi: Ii the development. cr’:ianizatI:n. and style are appn)priate to task.purp:se. and audience,

5. [eI:.parc1 strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rasrltIn;i, or trying a nei approach.
6. te’:hn:’iogv, Including the Internet, to produce and publish y..riting arid to interact arid c:iiaborate with others.

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS FOR ENOLISH LANGUAGE ETS & LITERACY IN HSC /SOC STUDIES. SCIENCE, ND EHrJCAL SUBJECTS

Research to Build and Present Knowledge
7. iduct short as well as mole sustained resear:h proJcts based sn fosuse:I quesel.:ns, demonstratingunderstanding ol the subject under InvectislatiDn.

C. ,ather relevant information from multIple print arid dIgital curces, assess the cr4dblllty and accuracy of eachs.urce, and Integrate the information chIie a-cI:lln;i i:Ia’:IIarIsmn.
0. Diaw evl’:ience from literary cr infsrmnatl:mai te.ts t.: support analysis, refle:tlon. and rearch.
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Range of Writing

0. Write routineN over exteIldedi time frames tune for research, reIie:tfr:n, and revis Ion) and shorter time frames asIngle sittini or a day cr two: for a tange of task, iurp:ses, and audiences.

‘Th’”’.€. I,i’a.i typ’’s :1 whltittI iri:iui€. many subqrir.s. ppn’iI . :r i1 IflltI:n :1 kj wrItIr typ—.

.



_____ ____ ___
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2011-2012 DAKE STRATEGIES__________________________________
• Strong emphasis on promoting effective instructional practices that involve backward design lesson planning, implementation of the district Comprehension

Outcomes, weaving critical thinking skills throughout all lessons, and an emphasis on writing.
• Continue to develop formative and summative assessments that are aligned with common core standards, state standards, and district outcomes.
• Continue to strengthen the alignment all learning arenas (faculty meetings, department meetings. PPS. team meetings. cabinet meetings. teacher goals and

supervisiont iow:irds learning and achievement.
• Focus planning and instruction to have teachers connect the Comprehension Outcomes and Ad Hoc curriculum development to course outcomes in order to

emphasize critical thinking in all lessons.
• Continue the development of essential questions that focus instruction and student learning experiences in student-centered activities that foster critical thinking

and transfer opportunities.
• Continue the deelopment of student writing skills with an emphasis on developing a controlling idea and supporting the controlling idea with evidence.

explanation. elaboration, and interpretation.
• Continue to share. reflect, and analyze writing across content areas to determine commonalities regarding structure. content. and expectations.
• Assess students at regular intervals and use analysis of these assessments to monitor student achievement and to infom instruction.
• Provide opportunities for students to access information (reading, listening, observing) in an engaging way.
• Develop an atmosphere in class where students are engaged in discourse. actively communicating their understanding of the content and building on this

knowledge to extend their understanding of this knowledge.
• Provide opportunities for students to communicate their understanding through writing.
• Support a rigorous monitoring of students not meeting academic standards. Put interventions and plans in place for these students focused on instructional

strategies through the teacher and the team,
• Continue to apply the use of appropriate interventions for students within the categories of accessing information, extending understanding. communicating

information, executive functioning. and social-emotional needs “intervention model.”
• Continue to monitor the effectiveness of the above interventions through systematic processes that allow professionals to determine if they are working or they

need adjustment. while finding ways to make our process more sophisticated.
• Continue to target learning as well as social/emotional weaknesses and strengths in our students with special needs. These in turn help to create instructioria)

goals for the students that are rigorously monitored and adjusted throughout the school year.
• Through a heightened awareness of the essential to know content and skills, continue to differentiate instruction to target essential understandings for students

with special needs, as well as finding opportunities to extend learning experiences for all students.
• Support services will continue to be clearly defined and monitored with an emphasis on threading instructional strategies back to the classroom and releasing the

student from these supports at the appropriate time.
• Craft unit plans which provide students opportunities to engage with rigorous texts through the Dynamic Processes within the readers’/writers’ workshop

structure.

• Provide opportunities for students to immerse themselves in problem-based studies or investigations, which stress varied critical thinking skills (problem
solving. predictions. evaluation, informed decision making. and comparison) and constructing meaning.

• Focus portions of team meeting time on the sharing of instructional strategies. best practices in the classroom and analyzing student work to better inform
instruction, with an emphasis on transfer opportunities both within and beyond individual curricular areas.

• Continue cross-content dialogues to focus on common higher level thinking skills/concepts vital to student’s success. Include the continued development of a
learning community through teachers observing teachers to share best practices.

• Examine student work as a measure of their understanding in the content area and to strengthen their inquiry skills.
• Supervision 01 teachers focused in a positive and collegial way on effective instructional practices and improved student academic performance.
• Continue to monitor the effectiveness of the 42/65 minute model of instruction for Math and ELA to assess the perceived impact this model has on academic

achievement as well as the comprehensive education that is a trademark of Dake.
• Continue to enhance the integration of aspects of the FACS curriculum with Counseling and Health to assess the impact of this model on learning experiences

that require rele ant. critical thinking opportunities for students (examples—decision making skills related to harassment, development of student self-
awareness through the use of the Naviance program) -

. .



School Improvement Targets — English Language Arts 1 1-12
Seventh-grade students will score proficiency at 80% and mastery levels at 25% on the NYS ELA.
Eighth-grade students will score proficiency at 82% and mastery levels at 25% on the NYS ELA.
Students will transfer reading, writing, and thinking skills across content areas utilizing complex texts.

Strategy Monitoring Timeframe!
(Means of ongoing measurement of Professional Development1Activities to accomplish the goal) accomplishment; evidence to be

gathered)
Identify areas of student need and • Teachers score and analyze • On-going administrations of the on-
instructional focus areas based on analysis assessments, as well as demand formative assessments and
of standardized Terra Nova results (at both previous and current class rehearsals based on testing timeline
71h and 8th grade), on-demand fall formative work. Teachers discuss state test, and implementation of CCLS
assessments and rehearsals for new grade results with other grade-level • On-going discussions at grade-level
7 and 8 assessments, pre-assessments teachers, special education meetings
administered at the beginning of each teachers, supervisors to • Department meetings for professional
workshop, conferences with students, and determine instructional focus development opportunities
unit assessments. areas; on-going data • Continued communication and visits

collection to inform instruction between Rogers and Iroquois core
teachers_and_Dake_ELA_teachers

• Use the West lrondequoit rubrics, writing • Teachers share lesson/unit • On-going
outcomes, student models and commentary, plans with supervisors, other • Observation conferences with
instructional implications, and focus areas to grade-level teachers supervisors
inform instruction, specifically regarding • Student work • Collaborative planning at grade-level
analysis of unit plans and how they match
ELA implications, Comprehension
Outcomes, and alignment with CCLS

• Use differentiated instruction in learner- . Teachers observe student • On-going
centered classrooms to continue to immerse use of reading and • Increased time for discussions and
students in a variety of strategies needed for vocabulary strategies in class collaborative analysis of student goals
success in reading, writing, and improved and test situations and use to (joint lab reviews)
vocabulary further inform word study
Continue communication between instruction and flexible
classroom teachers, ELA lab teachers, and groupings
Special Educators, and Teaching Assistants • Teachers share observations,
to work on application of specific strategies strategy use and data
tied to student goals collected (student)
To increase transference of skills, • Partner/small group/whole , On-going
accountability, and independence, provide class discourse • Sharing at supervisor/teacher data
students time to reflect on the strategies • Conferencing meetings
they have learned and how those strategies , Readers’ Response Journal • Observation conferences with
car be useful life skills which lead them to supervisors
critical thinking • Professional development opportunities

including department meetings and
faculty_meetings

. .



roo’
Improvement Targets — English Language Arts 1 1-12

• Seventh-grade students will score proficiency at 80% and mastery levels at 25% on the NYS ELA.
• Eighth-grade students will score proficiency at 82% and mastery levels at 25% on the NYS ELA.
• Students will transfer reading, writing, and thinking skills across content areas utilizing complex texts.

• Using Backward Design, the Comprehension • Partner/small group/whole • On-going
Outcomes, CCLS, and student work, craft class discourse • Formal and informal observations and
unit plans which provide students • Literature circles feedback
opportunities to engage with various , Conferences (reading and • Department meetings and faculty
complex texts through the dynamic writing) meetings
processes within the readers/writers’ • Implementation of complex
workshop structure text

• Administer NYS ELA 7 and 8 assessments • Results shared with Planning • Testing Dates: (tentative and subject toaccording to the NYS testing timeline Team as soon as available change)
• Administer & score district independent • Results of ELA rehearsals Grade 7 & Grade 8:

writing assessments 7 and 8 with an 1W, and district R/W to Terra Nova: 10/12 & 10/13
increased focus on organization, language identify further instructional MC Rehearsal #1: 12/1 & 12/2
use, and style. implications District 1W: 11/3 & 11/4

• Administer & score district listening/writing • Pretests and Posttests LW Rehearsal: January Workshop
and reading/writing assessments 7 Spelling assessments on the RW Rehearsal: 2/15

• Administer feature inventories to determine features taught including MC Rehearsal #2: 3/13
students’ developmental levels. Continue application in students’ writing NYS ELA: 4/17 & 4/18
Word Study Program • Analysis of Terra Nova • Scoring of district and state• Administer Terra Nova at both grade 7 and 8 results to identify further assessments

instructional implications • Fall and Spring Assessment (word
study)

.
.
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> Buildinq Wide Goals 2011-2012

- Measure, reflect and improve upon a positive, safe and respectful
learning environment that fosters academic achievement, social
development, school pride, and a sense of belonging for all members
of the Dake community.

,- Maintain or increase the passing rate in core classes to 98% or
more. Increase the passing rate in all courses to 97% or more.
Improve the mastery rate in core courses to 70%. Increase the
mastery rate in all courses to 75%.

- Increase literacy as evidenced by students having the ability to read,
analyze, and synthesize various and complex texts across
curriculum and to be able to clearly communicate their learning
through multiple forms of expression (writing, discourse, etc.).

Continue to improve best practices through collaboration and
innovative use of current research and technology to enhance
learning experiences for all students.

- Continue to utilize technology that will enhance communication
amongst school, home and staff.

.
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2011-2012 DAKE STRATEGIES
. StI-()ng niphasis on promoting cffectivc insLructional practices tha( involve hackwurd dcsgn lesson planning, implementation of the district (‘omprLhcllsion

OuLcomes. weaving critical thinking skills throughout all kssons. and an emphasis on writing.
. (L)[1tHUIe Lo dcvc•1o1,Foriiialivc and suIIi1ti ye assessnienis (hal arc aligned wilh cinn cony standaids. state slandaiLls, mid distiii (,tItC()mts.
. ( nite to srenglhen [tic al ign nicni a) lcari ng arciis ( lacu I ly incci ngs. ck’parlinenl n1tIings, I PS, ftun int( ngs. ahi nI is iachc’r goIs and

supervision) tvards Ieaning and achie’e,nent.
. Focus planning and instruclion to have teachers connect the (Jukoijiv dJId Ad Hoc curriculum (ICV(I()PI1WflI to course OLI(C()flWS in order to

emphasize critical thinking in all lessons.
. Continue the development of essential questions IliaL lOCUS iflSIitlCLk)fl fld student learning experiences in studcn-cenwrcd activities that foster critical thinking

;nd rnsftr oppoonitit”
. ( nnii no e I he developnient of sitik’ifl wri i ng skil Is with an eipIiasis on dcvIc)pi ng a C( I n1 Ii ng i(l(a and suj)j)nrti og the CoIitI()l1 nz idea vi ih evidence,

cxplaiifltiofl, elubora!inn. and intcrprcuuion.
. ( ‘( )I)ti 01 1 tO sIrc, reflect. Ii(i analy/e \Vfl Ii ng across con lent ireas IC) deterini ne COflO()flH Ii I ice regardi ng s,LTcIn IC , content uiid cx pee lad uns.
. Assess stuclenis at rcguir intervals a d use analysis of dicsc assessments to fllOfli r stiiclee( ach!svL’nkn( and to nforn IflSflICU)fl.
. PI(lVidc (l)I1()tt111 lies ftr stuclen is (0 acCCSS in loriiiation (rcadi ng, I I 51(01 1 g, observi ig) in in engaging way.
. I )evclop an al I()sphere I n class where studen is are engaged in discourse. acti ‘eIy coi11i1Ini eating Lhei r untlcrsandi ng of the content and he i di ng on (his

k nowledge to extend thei r iiIeisaiI leg o I [hi .s knowledge.
. l’roviclL (lppol[unities for sluclents ni conIuunicatc their uiiderstancling thiougli writing,
. Support a rigol’ous 1onitoring uJ sftidcnts not nectilig acadenile standaids. Put illtcrvcntions and plans in place br (hese students Iocuscd on nsructioilLll

.51 ,‘a tegics through the teacher and the teani.
. (OfltiIiUe U) tj’)ly th use 01 applopriate nwrvenHons [or stuilcnis within the categories UI’ iicccssing inlormation. extending understanding. coiniunicaUiig

inl’oi’niation. executive l’unclioning. aiR! social—emotional needs ‘intervenlloil nioclel.’
. (,()IlliflUe 10 niollitor tile cfi’ectivcncss of the above ifltcrvcnhiofls through Systematic processes hat allow )rFcssiliS Li) dt’tcrmi ic if they are working or they

iced adlustnlent. while lincling ways to niake otir tunic SOj]histicLltcd.
. (,‘olltjIllIc U) target learning as well as socjal/cniolicinai ivcakiiesses and strengths ill (sir students vith special ic’cds. These in into ltelji 0 create insti’iicnonal

CUdIS for thc stiiclcn Is that are ngorously nlonitorecl and adjusted throughout the seluiel year.
‘I’iirinigh a h(ightencd awareness of die essential to know content and skills. continue to dil’fcrcntiaie instruction to target essential understandings for students
wilh special iceds. as veil i finditig oppirninitics to extend learning experiences for all students.

. support services ivili contin cc to he c L1ry ricH ned intl mini LOI’CLi with an emphasis on t lirea(inlg illstrt:cIione su’a lcgics lack to t ic cIa ssr000l aRl ‘cleasi ng hr
student from these supports at lie appropriate time.

• Craft unit plans which provide students Opportunities to engage with rigorous texts through tile Dynamic Processes within the rcadcrs’/wblers’ workshop
structure.

• Provide opportunities for students to immerse themselves in problem—based studies or investigations, which stress varied critical thinking skills (problem
solving, predictions, evaluation, iii formed decision niakiig, and companson) and constructing meani 11g.

• locus portions of team meeting time n the sharing of instructional strategies, blest practices in the classroom and analyzing student work to better inform
instruction. with an emphasis on transfer opportunities both within and beyond individual curricular areas.

• Continue doss—content diulogttes to focus on common higher level thinking ski his/entice pts vital to student’s success. Include tile contittued development of a
learning climniunity if rough teachers observing teachers to share best practices.

• l’,xiinune student work as a measure of their understanding ill the content area and to strengthen Ibm’ inquiry skiils,
• Sulli’rvision of Leadllers focused in a positive and eollcgiul way on effective instructional pi’auliccs and improved student acltdcillic performrncc.
• t,’otttiiiue to monitor tile effectiveness of tile 42/65 nlillute model of instruction for Math and ELA to assess the percei s’ed impact this model has on academic

aclticvctlletlt as well as tile compieliensi se education that is a trademark of Dake.
• C’ontinuc (0 enhance tile iiltegriltion of aspects of the EACS curriculum svith Counseling and l—lcatth to assess the impact of tills model ciii learni hg expenences

that require relevant, critical thinking oppnrtututies for students (examples———dccision tliakillg skills related to harassment. development cif student self—
awareness throtigis the use of the Naviatice program)

• Ciultitine to develop the t’epertoirr’ of skills in faculty atid staff to support our neediest SLtidellts, not only academically, hut behttvioraliy ttld enicttionaily as well.
• Continue to implement ivays to protliote the concepts taught on PEACI Throughout tile Year so these concepts are practiced tllroutghout I[tL’ year.
• Increase parent involvement with stttdcnt learning ily increasing tile fumbler of oppot’fttni tics to facilitate patetit cotllmtiilicatioil as well ts having pat’etlts tt

of daily activities.

• Contintie to implemetit tt Service [earning Pi’ogt’atsi that enhances tile lcttniing of tire niajobty of students in terms of sitpporLing community members who trm’
lie needier or less fortunate thati them. Use the Service l..earning Progrant oil a mote consistent basis to teach these ctiticai skills, while also positively inipactittg
tlte ovet’ti Ii cli mute atid cttl ture if our inn lding.

• Continue to ioctts the role of tile Cuittne and (‘iirnate Still-committee to not only work on cuitural pri titttt assist others ill the conlmunity. htit tit eticourcige
faculty. stuff. and students to proside the Climate & Culture Comtlli tee with ideas 11111 eonccnis utilizing it more as a pt’ohlem—solvitlg body.

• (‘ontinue to implement the N itttral Helpers program ts a vehicie for developing student letciers within the seilool commutli t.
• (ontinite the Peer Mediation progi’am emphasizitig positive ways to solve stttdent—stuident conflict.

• Contliluc the use of the (‘hiss Acts program for students and ill—service 75 graders as to tile nttltre of the progiam and its purposes.
• Continue to implement tile l’ri ncipti ‘s Advisors’ Committee. ntade rip of studert Is tilat cot lahorate with the Principal, in order to dialogue about posilis’e aspects

of I )ake as ivel I as areas in iced if improvement.
• Celetirate successes ilf both studetit and staff through ntoniisg ,ifltto[incemetlts. ‘f mid News curds’’ arid t’ecognition at i u’iiilts illeetings.
• Cotttitiue to ensure that the process at’ottrtd discipline (if student is clearly understood by stat’f and students,

• Continue ti i articulate the role oh’ Sf1 PT ton ai’ds I inpros in g studeilt tcadenic pr’rfi irnlance.
• (‘otltintte to aligti SI-I PT in relation to all ot tier academic u enas.

• Contitttte to i tilllietlletlt a variety oi’ ‘says that departnietits Sill report to S l3Pf— including the team contirig to Jassroonis antI stttdcnt produm’ts shared lvi th the
Planning Team.

• Recruit ctridatcs pn’’. r’ r.ei Ci a.i and academic ability. Look or pp-i’. Les (0 recruit experienced candidies where they has c clctniiistritr’d pr ecu
sttcccss with student ilc’rforntailce.

• Itt-depth discussions between priitt.u) and secindurs’ surer’, i’s regarding the pr’rborlnatlcc and inlprnieincnl oi the teaching staff.
• Work wi thi rrtiddle school lit ncipai s and the IHS pr icipuh to c ordinate the transitioti fronl early adolescence to rtduiithood.
• Ci ntintle i ri S se the parent fl andh if. 551111 the lb eCt lie 1’ setting a pi si is r’ tone for the s5’h h year is hi he clearly c mmuncL fly objectives Ifldl \ r’c : thin

at flake.

• Assistant pritldipltt & school cotinsehirs a ill work with —9 transition committee lii cotitinuc to Improse tIre transition
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Dake Junior High School
Faculty Meeting Agenda
Date: September 19, 2011
Time-3:15-4:30 pm.
All-Purpose Room

Objectives
• Reflect on the 2010-Il Instructional Focus, while deepening our

understanding ofthe 2011-12 Instructional Focus.
• Analyze and evaluate the role ofthe Common Core Standards in

the planning offuture instruction.
• Identi)5’ andDevelop next steps as’ it relates to the role ofcomplex

text across content areas.

Ajenda

3:15- 3:30 p.m.

i.Qi How can

3:30- 3:45 p.m.

3:45-4:20 p.m.

Instructional Focus Analysis

our 2010-11 instructionalfocus act as a bridge to our
2011-12 instructionalfocus?

Mini-Lesson and Overview

Introduction to the Common Core Standards

:After reviewing the standards, to what extent will these standards
impact our instruction and how do they connect to our instructional

focus areas ofplanning, instruction, monitoring and reflection?

.
.

. .



5/1/2012

Introduction to the CCSS Initiat

COMMON CORE
PA AMr’: ‘J*N ‘ç

The CCSS movement was initiated by the National
Governors Association and Council of Chief State School
Off icers to establish a shared set of clear standards for
English language arts (ELA) and mathematics to increase
Rigor and educational equality. The standards have
been informed by the best available evidence from higher
education and industry.

1



5/1/2012

Why is the Common Core State Standards
Initiative important?

These standards are designed to ensure that students
graduating from high school are prepared for college
or to enter the workforce, and that parents, teachers,
and students have a clear understanding of what is
expected. The standards are benchmarked to
international standards to guarantee that our students
are competitive in the emerging global marketplace.

The CCSS will enable partciirigsL..

* Develop comprehensive assessment systems to
measure student performance against the CCSS that
will replace the existing systems that vary.

* Encourage the development of instructional resources,
including digital media, aligned to the standards.

* Evaluate current practice against the demands of the
new standards.

2
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Work Period/Reflection
After reviewing the core standards, to what extent will these standards impact our instruction?

C’,
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English 7
Quinn

Overview: During the 2011-2012 school year, a focus within the English department as well as across
(Dalce has been the infusion of the Common Core I arning Standards (CCLS) into our daily practice.

One necessary aspect of this work pertains to student engagement with complex texts. To support
and guide students to high levels of thinldng about this complex text, we have introduced students to
strategies of text interrogation and close reading. As a result of this work, students are better equipped
to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate complex text both collaboratively and independently.

Essential Question: How do authors usc their craft to support his or her purpose and convey themes?

Learning Target: T can analyze how an author’s use of craft supports his or her purpose and theme.

West Irondequoit Outcomes TargetecL
• Identify the author’s purpose and message while reading and listening to texts and viewing

performances
• Apply knowledge of literary elements, techniques, text structures, and author’s craft

CCLS Outcomes Targeted:
• Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development
• Analyze the impact of rhymes and other repetitions or sounds on a specific verse or stanza or a

poem
• Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis ofwhat the text says explicitly as

well as inferences drawn from the text

Lesson Overview.
The lesson will begin with a warm-up where students independently brainstorm the various elements
of author’s craft that poets use in their writing. Students will then share their ideas with the group in
order to add to their ideas and create a thorough bank ofcraft elements. During the work period,
students will first read the poem “Identity” independently and mark it up in a way that supports their
understanding. Then, students will go back into the text and engage in a close read with supportive
questions. Finally, students will identify elements of author’s craft that were used throughout the
poem and how explain how each element supported the author’s purpose /thetne.

23
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—I
I can analyze how an author’s use of craft supports his/her purpose and theme.

English 7 ame
Period Date

_______________

Author’s Craft & Purpose

WARM-UP

In the space below, brainstorm the various elements of craft that pe use in their writing. Be prepared to share
your ideas and add to your brainstorm after discussing with your peers!

[PAR1 ONE: Read the following poem once. As you read, mark up the text however you choose to support your
understanding.

Identity
Julio Nohoa Polanco

Let them be as flowers,
always watered, Fed, guarded, admired,
but harnessed to a pot of dirt.

Id rather he a tall, ugly weed,
5 clinging on cliffs, like an eagle

wind -wavering above high, jagged rocks.

To have broken through the surface of stone,
to live, to feel exposed to the madness
of the vast, eternal sky.

10 To be swayed by the breezes of an ancient sea,
carrying my soul, my seed,
beyond the mountains of time or into the abyss of the bizarre.

Pci rather be unseen, and if
then shunned by everyone,

15 than to be a pleasant-smelling flower,
growing in clusters in the fertile valley,
where theyre praised, handled, and plucked
by greedy, human hands.

Id rather smell of musty, green stench
than of sweet, fragrant lilac.
If I could stand alone, strong and free,
I d rather be a tall, ugly weed.

2’4



I can analyze how an authors use of craft supports his/her purpose and theme.

1IWO: Respond to he blowing questions to deepen your understanding of the poem. I
1) Reread lines 13. What literary device is used in this stanza?

2) Reread lines 7-12. What is the speaker’s tone in these lines? Highlight the words in the stanza that convey this
toll C.

3) Reread lines 13-18. What is the effect of the use of the word “greedy” in line 18?

4) Reread lines 21-22. What is the author’s purpose for rhyming these two lines?

5) What do you think is the most significant theme conveyer! in “Identity?”

.

rPARTTHREE: Complete the following chart by identifying elements of craft that were used in the poem and how the
craft supports the author’s purpose/theme.

Example from text Type of craft How it supports the theme/purpose

2



NI’A!. :OP AN AUTHOR CONSTRUCT AN ARGUMENT?

Englisk7 NLmlc

Period Date

_________

Directions: As you read the following nomination letter and respond to the guiding thinking questions, pay
close attention to the elements that are included to persuade the reader.

January 25, 1967

The Nobel Institute
Drammesnsveien 19
Oslo, NORWAY

Gentlemen:

As the Nobel Peace Prize Laureate of 1964, I now have the pleasure
of proposing to you the name of Thich Nhat Hanh for that award in
1967.

I do not personally know of anyone more worthy of
the Nobel Peace Prize than this gentle Buddhist monk
from Vietnam.

This wou[d be a notably auspcous year for you to
bestow your Prize on the Venerable Nhat Hanh. Here
is an apostLe of peace and non-violence, cruelly
separated from his own people while they are
oppressed by a vicious war which has grown to
threaten the sanity and security of the entire world.

Because no honor is more respected than the Nobel
Peace Prize, conferringthe Prize on Nhat Hanh
would itself be a most generous act of peace. It would
remind all nations that men of good will stand ready
to lead warring elements out of an abyss of hatred
and destruction. It would re-awaken men to the
teaching of beauty and love found in peace. It would
help to revive hopes for a new order of justice and
harmony.

I know Thich Nhat Hanh, and am privileged to call him my friend.
Let me share with you some things I know about him. You will find
in this single human being an awesome range of abilities and
interests.

iVorr to
Know:

* CIJ5O!c!(I’JS:

prcmJng
success;
favo ía be

* epcstIe:
advocate;
supporter

Guiding thinking questions:

1) What is the “vicious war” that
King is referring to in this
paragraph? (HINT- this letter
was written in 1967)

2] In this sentence, the word
conferring most likely means.,.

3) What is the maui idea of this
paragraph?

2
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He is a holy man, for he is humble and devout. He is a scholar of
immense intellectual capacity. The author of ten published volumes,
he is also a poet of superb clarity and human compassion. His
academic discipline is the Philosophy of Religion, of which he is
Professor at Van Hanh, the Buddhist University he helped found in
Saigon. He directs the Institute for Social Studies at this University.
This amazing man also is editor of Thien My, an infLuential Buddhist
weekly publication. And he i.s Director of Youth for Social Service, a
Vietnamese institution which trains young people for the peaceable
rehabilitation of their country.

Thich Nhat Hanh today is virtually homeless and
stateless, If he were to return to Vietnam, which he
passionately wishes to do, his life would be in great
peril He is the victim of a particularly brutal extte
because he proposes to carry his advocacy of peace
to his own people. What a tragic commentary this is
on the existing situation in Vietnam and those who
perpetuate it.

The history of Vietnam is filled with chapters of
exploitation by outside powers and corrupted men of
wealth, until even now the Vietnamese are harshly
ruled, ill-fed, poorly housed, and burdened by all the ‘

hardships and terrors of modern warfare.

Thich Nhat Hanh offers a way out of this nightmare, a
solution acceptable to rational leaders. He has
traveled the world, counseling statesmen, religious
leaders, scholars and writers, and enlisting their
support. His ideas for peace, if applied, would build a
monument to ecumenism, to world brotherhood, to
humanity.

I respectfully recommend to you that you invest his cause with the
acknowledged grandeur of the Nobel Peace Prize of 1967. Thich
Nhat Hanh would bear this honor with grace and humility.

Sincerely,

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Guiding thinking questions:

4) What is King’s purpose for
writing this paragraph?

5)111 i:his sentence, the word
peril most likely means...

‘6) What is King’s message to th
Nobel Prize Committee in these
two paragraphs?

exe:
;:shed or

from
C CC Cn::y

sc:n’ienism:
rcrdwde
zcoperaton/

ri



ESSENTIAL QUEST!ON: How POES AN AUTHOR CONSTRUCT AN ARGUMENT?

After reading...

1) What was the author’s purpose for writing this letter?

2) In the chart below, list three examples from the letter that show howKing fulfilled this
purpose.

Example from the letter How did itfulfill the purpose of the letter?

3) Based on what you noticed in this letter and your prior knowledge, what are some of the
components of an effective persuasive piece of writing?



Name

Krystyna’s Story

On February 6, 1947, 111/2-year-Old Krystyna Chiger was interviewed by Magistrate Maria Holender.
During the war, she had been hidden with her family in the sewers of Lvov, a city in Poland. Here is
what she said.

When Daddy found out that there would be a liquidation of the Ghetto,
we hid in the cellar. We usually went there in the afternoon when
Mommy would come back from work. I was 7 years old then and I knew
about everything.

Later we headed for the sewer. It was very wet and dark. I was very
scared and I was shaking, but I tried to be calm and only asked Daddy if
we still had far to go. There were stones with yellow worms crawling all
over. We put all our things over the stones and sat on top of them. It
was awful there. Water seeped from the walls and it smelled bad. I saw
large, red rats which ran by us just like chickens. At first I was very
afraid, but later I got used to it. My little brother, Pawelek, was not
scared at all.

[ Krystyna Chiger in

_______________________

I lay on Mommy’s knees and Pawelek was on Daddy’s. This lasted five
weeks. We couldn’t move or get up. There were 20 other people with us. Every day, from the first
day, the Polish sewer workers brought us food: black bread and margarine. They were very nice to
us.

Because they were afraid that someone might notice them, they always came into the sewers
through different sewer covers.

We had a lamp which was lit all the time. It hung from a hook. Daddy brought us water in a jug
which he carried in his teeth because he had to walk very stooped. I was not allowed to talk loudly; I
only whispered into Mommy’s ear. I dreamt that the war would end so that we could go out into
the world. I missed the sunshine, the air and the flowers. Once, I asked our sewer workers for some

field flowers. I wanted to see our dog, but I didn’t tell Mommy because she had so many other
worries.

In the summer, when the rain seeped in, there was a lot of water
everywhere. Then we had to lean very low on the stones right next
to the wall so that the water would not flow on us. Pawelek was
very small at that time. He was only 3 years old, and he cried a lot.
Mommy was very upset because she was afraid that someone
would hear us. Once, a man who was hiding with us got so angry at
Pawelek that he pointed a gun at him.

Pawalek Chigerin 1941.

29 4 -I



After five weeks, other sewer workers found our hiding place. We had to run away. We ran through
the main pipe, straight ahead, and we didn’t know where we were going. Suddenly, we saw our
sewer workers. They were very surprised and asked us where we were going. Daddy told them
everything. Then they led us to a side pipe and told us to stay there overnight. In the morning, they
led us farther in. While walking, I felt much better. I did not have to sit any more. I walked barefoot
in a summer dress. I was shaking from the cold but I felt happy. I got a pin in my foot but I took it
out myself because I didn’t want to delay the others. We finally reached a cement pipe and we
stayed there the whole day. It was so cold there that we couldn’t stand it. There was also no place
to sleep. The next day our friends led us away again. By then we were only ii people. The others
had died.

In this new sewer, we had it much better. There was more room. We slept on cots which Daddy
built from planks that he found. I slept with Daddy and another man. It was very crowded and
uncomfortable. Mommy slept with Pawelek and a lady. The rats ate our bread. When Daddy
frightened them with a stick, they ran away. Pawelek fed the rats as if they were pets. The rats
came very close and squeaked, but Pawelek wasn’t scared. One lady cooked soup and coffee and
Mommy divided it among us so that I was not hungry. Pawelek got used to everything and he no
longer cried.

I heard how cars drove above us. I heard people’s voices and children playing and laughing. I
thought how happy I would be if I could play like them. I got very sick with measles. Then Pawelek
got it from me. One sewer worker brought him eggs in his teeth. He had to crawl to come to us.

We lived like this for 14 months. Our sewer workers helped us all the time. When we ran out of
money they brought us food for nothing.

Towards the end of our hiding, I heard the whistles of sirens and the noise of cannons. I was afraid
but I knew that our liberators, the Russians, were near. One day we heard a strong knocking on the
sewer grates. These were our sewer workers who told us that we were free. For a few minutes we
walked through the pipe, then we pulled away the sewer cover and our sewer workers pulled us up
on the surface of the earth. We no longer looked like children. People felt sorry for us and one lady
bought us gooseberries. I was so happy when I saw the sun, flowers and people. But Pawelek cried
a lot. He wanted to go back to the sewer because he wasn’t used to the light and he was afraid of
people.

Krystyna and Pawalek

_— Chiger together in 1941.

Krystyna’s complete story can be read in Robert Marshall’s book, In the Sewers of Lvov: A Heroic Story
of Survivalfrorn the Holocaust. New York: Macmillan Publishing Company.
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English 7 Name
Period Date —

Krystyna’s Story- Comprehension Questions

1) In which country did the Chiger family hide?
a. Germany
b. Holland
c. Poland
d. Austria

2) Read the following sentence from the passage:

I saw large, red rats which ran by us just like chickens.

Which literary device is used in this sentence?
a. Personification
b. Simile
c. Metaphor
d. Hyperbole

3) Why didn’t Krystyna tell her mother how much she wanted to see her dog?
a. She knew that her mother would get mad if she told her that was unhappy.
b. Her mother had many other things to worry about.
c. Her mother missed the dog too, and Krystyna didn’t want to make her sad.
d. She didn’t want to upset her little brother by mentioning their old pet.

4) Which of the following words best describes Krystyna?
a. Frightened
b. Friendly
c. Depressed
d. Courageous

5) This passage would be of most interest to someone who
a. Enjoys reading biographies of Holocaust survivors
b. Wants to learn more about why the Holocaust started
c. Likes to read fictional stories about the Holocaust
d. Is interested in learning about daily life in Poland during the Holocaust

31



Answer the following question in a CEEI paragraph:

6) At the end of the war, Krystyna and her brother, Pawalek, are freed from their sewer hiding
place. However, they respond very differently to their new freedom. How are their
reactions different? Use details from the passage to support your response.

CHECK YOUR WORK! Did you...

Start off with a claim that answered the question?

Include a specific piece of evidence that showed Krystyna’s reaction?

Include another specific piece of evidence that showed Pawalek’s reaction?

Explain both pieces of evidence?

D Conclude with an interpretation that extends/connects to the world?
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ENGLISH 7 NAME

______________

PERIOD DATE

_________________

WARM UP

Point of View
What is the author’s message (theme) in

this poem? How do you know?Shel Silverstem

Thanksgiving dinner’s sad and thankless
Christmas dinner’s dark and blue.
When you stop and try to see it
From the turkey’s point of view.

Sunday dinner isn’t sunny

Easter feasts are just had luck
When you see it from the viewpoint
Of a chicken or a duck.

Oh how I once loved tuna salad
Pork and lobsters, lamb chops too
‘Til I stopped and looked at dinner
From the dinner’s point of view.

ENGUsH 7 NAME

_________________

PERIoD DATE

________________

WARM UP

Points of View
What is the author’s message (theme) in

this poem? How do you know?Ishmael Reed

The pioneers and the indians
disagree about a lot of things
for example, the pioneer says that
when you meet a hear in the woods
you should yell at him and if that
doesn’t work, you should fell him
The indians say that you should
Whisper to him softly and call him by
loving nicknames

No ones bothered to ask the hear
what he thinks
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ENGLISH 7 NAME
PERIOD DATE -

The First Americans

The Grand Council Fire of American Indians
Who is the speaker in

- this letter? How do youDecember 1 1927
know?

To the mayor of Chicago:
You tell all white men “America First.” We believe in that.

We are the only ones, truly, that are one hundred percent. We
therefore ask you, while you are teaching schoolchildren about
America First, teach them truth about the First Americans. What is the authors’

purpose in writing this
We do not know if school histories are pro-British, hut we do letter?
know that they are unjust to the life of our people—the
American Indian. They call all white victories battles and all
Indian victories massacres. The battle with Custer has been
taught to schoolchildren as a fearful massacre on our part. We
ask that this, as well as other incidents, he told fairly. If the
Custer battle was a massacre, what was Wounded Knee’?

History books teach that Indians were murderers—-is it murder
to fight in self—defense? Indians killed white men because white
men took their lands, ruined their hunting grounds, burned their
forests, destroyed their buffalo. White men penned our people
on reservations, then took away the reservations. White men
who rise to protect their property are called patriots—Indians What is the main idea of
who do the same are called murderers. these two paragraphs?

White men call Indians treacherous—but no mention is made of
broken treaties on the part of the white man. White men say that
Indians were always fighting. It was only our lack of skill in
white man’s warfare that led to our defeat. An Indian mother
prayed that her boy he a great medicine man rather than a great
warrior. It is true that we had our own small battles, hut in the
main we were peace loving and home loving.

White men called Indians thieves—and yet we lived in frail skin
lodges and needed no locks or iron bars. White men call Indians
savages. What is civilization’? Its marks are a noble religion and
philosophy, original arts, stirring music, rich story and legend.
We had these. Then we were not savages, hut a civilized race.



We made blankets that were beautiful, that the white man with
all his machinery has never been able to duplicate. We made
baskets that were beautiful. We wove in heads and colored
quills designs that were not just decorative motifs but were the
outward expression of our very thoughts. We made pottery—
pottery that was useful, and beautiful as well. Why not make
schoolchildren acquainted with the beautiful handicrafts in
which we were skilled? Put in every school Indian blankets,
baskets, pottery.

We sang songs that carried in their melodies all the sounds of
nature—the running of waters, the sighing of winds, and the
calls of the animals. Teach these to your children that they may
come to love nature as we love it.

We had our statesmen—and their oratory has never been
equaled. Teach the children some of these speeches of our
people, remarkable for their brilliant oratoly.

We played games—games that brought good health and sound
bodies. Why not put these in your schools? We told stories.
Why not teach schoolchildren more of the wholesome proverbs
and legends of our people? Tell them how we loved all that was
beautiful. That we killed game only for food, not for fun.
Indians think white men who kill for fun are murderers.

Tell your children of the friendly acts of Indians to the white
people who first settled here. Tell them of our leaders and
heroes and their deeds. Tell them of Indians such as Black
Partridge, Shabbona, and others who many times saved the
people of Chicago at great danger to themselves. Put in your
history books the Indian’s part in the World War. Tell how the
Indian fought for a country of which he was not a citizen, for a
hag to which he had no claim, and for a people that have treated
him unjustly.

The Indian has long been hurt by these unfair books. We ask
only that our story he told in fairness. We do not ask you to
overlook what we did, but we do ask you to understand it. A
true program of America First will give a generous place to the
culture and history of the American Indian.

What are some of the
accomplishments that the
American Indians have to
be proud of?

What does the word
oratory mean in this
sentence?

What is the tone of this
letter? How do you
know?

We ask this, Chief, to keep sacred the memory of our people.



Indian by Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet

Who is the speaker in this poem?
I don’t know who this Indian is,
A bow within his hand,
But he is hiding by a tree
And watching white men land,
They may be gods- - they may be fiends - -

They certainly look rLIm.

He wonders who on earth they are
And why on earth they’ve come.

What is the tone? The mood? What lines

He knows his streams are full of fish, support your answer?

His forests full of deer,
And his tribe is the mighty tribe
That all the others fear.
-- And, when the French or English land,
-- The Spanish or the Dutch,
They’ll tell him they’re the mighty tribe
An no one else is much.

They’ll kill his deer and net his fish
And clear away his wood,
And frequently remark to him
They do it for his good. What is the author’s message in this poem?

Themi he will scalp and he will shoot How do you know?

And he will burn and slay
And break the treaties he has made
-

- And, children, so will they.

We won’t go into all of that
For it’s too long a story,
And some is brave and some is sad
And nearly all is gory.
But, just remember this about
Our ancestors so dear:
They didn’t find any empty land,
The Indians were here.

Benet, Rosemary and Stephen Vincent. A Book of Americans. NY: Holt,
1961.



Answer the following question in a well-elaborated CEEI paragraph. Be sure to
support your answer with details from the poem and the letter!

In your answer, be sure to include:
El A claim that states how the speakers’ attitudes are similar
El Evidence from the poem showing the speaker’s attitude
El Evidence from the letter showing the speaker’s attitude

How are the speakers’ attitudes towards America similar in “The First Americans” and “Indian”?
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Name

_________________________

Interpreting Graphs
bate

_____________

Thinking with Math Models

Consider these three stories and the graphs on the next page.

Story 1 A parachutist is taken up in a plane. After she jumps, the wind blows her
off course and she ends up tangled in the branches of a tree.

Story 2 Tomas puts an inheritance in the bank and leaves it there to earn interest
for several years. Yesterday, he withdraws half of the amount from the account.

Story 3 Gina orders 20 cubic meters of gravel for his new driveway. She is
shocked when he sees the enormous pile delivered by the dump truck, but he rents
equipment to spread the gravel onto the driveway. On the first day she is
enthusiastic and moves half of the gravel from the pile to his driveway. On the
next day, she is tired and moves only half of what is left. On the third day, Gina
has less time, so she again moves half of what is left. She continues in this way
until the pile has practically disappeared.

Match each story with one of the graphs below. Label the axes with appropriate
variables, and also label specific parts of the graph with evidence and details from
the story that you chose.

Create a story using appropriate mathematical vocabulary and specific details that
would correspond with the graph that you did not use.
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O Name

Date

Graph Interpretation

Thinking with Math Models

Graph A

Graph C

,, x

Graph B

Graph D

x

Matching Stories to Graphs

y
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Name
bate

Problem 2.1

Kelsey has to choose between two movie rental companies to sign with.
One company, Video Variety, charges a membership fee of $19.50 and
then $0.50 per movie. Another company, Movie Mania, charges $1.00
per movie but also a $12 membership fee.

Write an equation for each company to show the cost of a movie plan.

Video Variety
Movie Mania

Use the graph to answer the following questions.

Cost

How many movies do you need to rent for the costs to be the same? How
much will it cost?

Set the two equations equal to each other and solve for the number of
movies that give the equal cost.

Which company should Kelsey choose? Justify your choice.



Name
Date

Problem 2.1

Jamie and her friends decide to go skiing on their snow day. They
can go to two different locations. Steep Slopes charges an
equipment rental fee of $45 and then $8 per hour. Mega
Mountains charges a $33 rental fee along with $10 per hour.

Write an equation for each location to show the cost of skiing.

——

—

.— .-

Steep Slopes
Mega Mountains

_________________________

Complete the table to show the cost of skiing at each location.

Hours Cost at Steep Cost at Mega
Skiing Slopes Mountains

Create a graph of the data.

Where should Jamie and her friends go skiing? Justify your answer.

EEtHEHEEE
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Name
Date

Problem 2.1

barmy has to decide which summer job he should work at. He can
either be a lifeguard and make $15 an hour, or he can work at a
landscaping company where he will earn $30 at the start of each job
and then $9 per hour.

Write an equation for each job option to show Danny’s earnings.

Lifeguard
Landscaping

Use the graph to answer the following questions.

•: OS ni

Ho’jrs Wor!id

After how many hours will Danny earn the same amount of money?

How much money will he earn at this number of hours?

Set each equation equal to each other to solve the problem algebraically.

Which company should bonny work for? Justify your choice.
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2. ,‘\ travel agent made arrangements for a school team and fans to travel to a
tournament. The agent wrote the following equation for i-he profit she

expected to make:
Pz5(120-n-7n

a.) Simplify the equation above to write it in an equivalent form.

-* N

b.) Use one of the equations to find out when (for what number of
travelers) the agents profit will be $360. Show your work.

- (S

. L — ‘- I
——

l:C i ——

L ( ——.
—-

3. State whethe d not the two given expressions are equivalent.

Justify your thinking.

12x - 16x + 4 and 4 - 4x

—
- \ . 7

•1 :‘L_fl_._._-
\

4. State whether or not the two given expressions are equivalent.
Justify your thinking.

3(< 4) - 2 and lOx - 10 - 7x ÷ 12

(!--
—

-. ,

L

-
S

3
5-

- •, .\ S -
-Y - •

5. Sirnphfy the expression (3x2 - 2x - 7) - (x2 - 2x + 4)
• -

s 12
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K-12 Md tatics Rub:ic 4: 3-j
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-j•-.’ hi.,1

Level Conceptual Understanding Procedural Fhency /
De,non.raiion ofi deep undersianthng Representation and integrariol. ofmazhe,,uirical Ekplanarion i.md jusufication ofiljerwionale(s) and

,,ujiiienunical concepts through the ide,itUiLalion wkl processes 10 yield a correct. c.herent solution - teps of the solution process.

use of iJIlpuelcIlu eleiiwiirs of the problem

4 Fuhl, generalizes and transfers i athcniatical concepts Shows complete evidence of an ap,)roprlate and efficient • Provides a cwnplete explanaLioli ol the solution proccs:

‘ identifies ,eleicint elements of the problem and shows a strategy that would accurately soL the problem ( clearly and logically explains jt was done and codeçt

thorough undersLuiding of the relationships among the • Executes algorithms and coflipUtaLOilS completely aid mathematical rationale for y4y it was done

eleniciits correctly May include a diagram with a complete explanation of

• Demonstrates a sophlisticu ICLI LUILI precise use of )

all its elements
Student integrates valid. coinpie’heust ic evidence to

prove the accuracy and ieasunablenes of his/her

I

mathematical vocabulary and relevant symbolic

ansv. er (s)

epresenLatioJ in order to convey meaning

3 aruHy g ne zes iujs iransfer inatheniatical • Shows nearly complete evidenced an appropriate and ideriearlyornplete explatit of tli’ solution

concepts I efficient strategy that would accur.tely solve the process: explains wa done and begins to address

. Identities most of the itliportalil elements of the problem problem
the mathematical rationale fory it was done

and shows a general understanding of the relationships\ a Executes algorithms completely; cmputations are • May include a diagram with most of its elements

among them generally correct, but may contain minor errors ) explained

• Student integrates some evidence to prose the accuracy/ • Uses mathematical vocabulary and symbolic
representations that are mostly precise and correct to

and reasonableness of his/her answers), but it is not iC ‘ii’S
convey nieanmgfully developed

2 • Limited generalization and transfer of natheiiiatical • Shows evidence faszrategy, not necessarily an • Provides some explanation of the solution process;

concepts; sho s minor conceptual flaw(s) that begin to efficient strategy, for solving the Iroblem either explains what was done or the rationale for jjy it

impact meaning • Contains major algorithmic or computational errors was done

‘ identifies some important elements of the problem but a The explanation is vague. difficult to interpret, or does

shows only limited understanding of the relationships not completely match the solution process

among Uem May include a diagram with some of its elements

Student Integraics incorrect and/or flawed evidence to explained

pruve the accuracy and reasonableness of his/her • Uses mathematical vocabulary and symbolic

answ Cr(s) representations: etTors present begin to impact meannig

a Misconccptions significantly impact iticailing • Reflects an inappropriate strategy ior solving the • Provides a minimal explanation of the solution process:

Important elements are not identified and/or emphasis is problem; strategy may be difficult to identify may not explain was done and the rationale lir

placed on unrelated elenients • Attempts the algorithm(s) andlor camputauon(s) y it was done

Student integrates little to no supportive e idence to demanded by the problem • The explanation does not match the presented solution

demonstrate the accuracy and reasonableness of an process

aiiser • May include minimal discussion of the elements in a

diagram; explanation of significant elements is unclear
• Attempts to use mathematical vocabulary and symbolic

representations; errors present impact meaning

o No answer is attempted • No apparent strategy • No explanation of the solution process is provided.



A travel agent made arrangements for a school team and fans to travel to a

tournament. The agent wrote the following equation for the profit she

expected to make:
P 5(10n)-7n

b.) Use one of the equations to find out when (for what number of

travelers) the agents profit will be $360. Show your work.
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5 Simplify t resion (x2x7) (x2 2x + 4)

2.

a.) Simplify the equation above to write it in an equivalent form.

-
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3. State whetPëi’ r ot-.thtwo- tven-.e..xpi’essions are equivalent.

Justify your thinking.

12x- 16x 4 and 4 - 4x
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4. State whether or not the

Justify your thinking.

3(÷4)-2 and 10 -

-. ‘V
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Leel Conceptual Understanding Procedural Fli4ency Communication

Demonstration ofa deep wuierstaiuling of Representadon and integration of inithenuizical £vplanauion and jusrficaiion of the rationale(s) and

inrulici,uitiCal concepts thruuh the identification and processes to yield a correct, cdierent soluiioz steps of the solution process.

USC of unpol-ran 1 eleineiits t. the problem

4 • Fully ceiieralizes and traiisfers niailieiiiaticai concepls/ • Shows complete evidence of an a[)ropnate and efficient k,,Provides a complete explanation of the solution process:

• Identities relevant elements of the problem and sliow a strategy that would accurately sok the problem e{eLirly and logically explains jjjit was done and correct

thoruuh uiiderslaiidiiig of the relationships among the • Executes algonthms and computa.ons completely and nialiemaEical rationale for jy it was done

elements correct! . tviy include a diagram with a complete explanation of

• Student tiltegrates valid. commiprelmeissive evidence to tl its elements

prove the accuracy and reasanablenesa cf his/her • Demoi>irate a wphisricaied and p(ecist ueof
answer (s)

——.-_ maeniatical vocabulaiyaiid relevant symbolic
‘.J reiresentations in order to convey meaning )

3 •Paniaily generalizes and transfers niaUicniatical • Shows nearly complete evidence d an appropriate and Provides a nearly complete explanation of the solution

,/‘ cuncepts efticient strategy that would accui...tely solve the process: explains jgt was done and begins to address

• Identifies must at the important elenienis of the problem \ problem / the mathematical rationale for jjy it wa done

j and shows a general understanding of the relationships Executes algorithms completely; cmpinaiions are ( May include a diagram with most of its elements

\ among them I generally correcL but may contain muior errors explained I i

> Student integrates some eidcnce to prove the accuracy f • Uses ni Usen ical vocabuiaiy and symbolic

/ arid reasonableness of his/her answer(s), but it is not r j representations that are mostly precise and correct to
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•
Contains major algorithmic or comiputational errors was done

• identities some iniporiant elements of tfie probleni’but •
The explanation is vague, difficult to interpret, or dues

shows only limited understanding of the relationships not completely match the solution process
anione them • May include a diagram with sonic of its elements

• Student integrates incorrect aiidJur flawed evidence to explained
proe the accuracy and reasonableness of his/her • Uses mathematical vocabulary and symbolic
answer(s) representations; errors present begin to impact meaning

• Misconceptions significantly impact meaning Reflects an inappropriate strategy or sok lug the • Provides a minimal explanation of the solution process:
a Imponwit elements are not identified widJor emphasis is problem; strategy may be difficult in identify may not explain was done and the rationale for

placed on unrelated elements • Attempts the algorithm(s) andfor cniputation(s) y it was done
Student integrates little to no supportive evidence to demanded by the problem a The explanation does not match the presented solution
demonstrate the accuracy and reasonableness of an process
ulswer • May include minimal discussion of the elements in a

diagram: explanation of significant elenients is unclear

• Attempts to use mathematical vocabulary and symbolic
representations; errors present impact meaning

o • No answer Is attempted No apparent strategy • No explanation of the solution process is provided.
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Dake Mathematics Department

Planning Team Report

Department Goal: Provide opportunities for students to apply vocabulary and demonstrate
understanding through their explanations and justifications, thus fostering mathematical literacy
(reading, writing, and speaking).

Summary! Reflection:
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Matbematical

In this investigation, you applied your ideas about integers to develop
algorithms for calculating any sums and differences.

Think about your answers to these questions. Discuss your ideas with other
students and your teacher. Then write a summary of findings in your
notebook.

1. a. How can you decide if the sum of two numbers is positive,
negative, or zero without actually calculating the sum?

b. How can you decide if the difference of two numbers is positive.
negative, or zero without actually calculating the difference?

2. a. What procedure(s) will find the sum a + b of’ two numbers
where a and b represent any integer?

b. What procedure(s) will find the difference a b of two numbers
where a and b represent any integer?

3. 1—low can any difference a — b of two numbers be restated as an
equivalent addition statement?

Investigation 2 Adding and Subtracting Integers 41

Reflections

so
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Dake Science Department

Strategy- Active Teaching of Literacy: Reading
Promote and model independent use of reading comprehension strategies using a variety of complex
texts and sources (graphs, diagrams, labs, readings, etc.) to foster meaningful connections between
prior knowledge and science content; allowing students to think at higher levels.

Lesson Essential Question:

How do air, water, and land interact to cause changes in the earth’s surface?

Lesson Summary:

One major focus of the Science department this year has been the implementation of complex
texts to foster meaningful connections between prior knowledge and science content At the
start of the year in 8th grade Science, students were introduced to the reading intensive
checklist. This provided a framework for students to use as they break down a complex text
It provides a task before, during, and after students read as a way to help them familiarize
themselves with the text and start developing skills to make meaning of the text. The first
implementation of this checklist was used during a mini-unit on weather systems and
patterns. The students were given the checklist to use as they read a complex text that
involves written expression, pictures, and diagrams about high and low pressure systems.
The students were expected to show evidence on the text that they have completed the
components of the checklist (see attached student work). Following the reading period the
students then answered some questions about the text to show their understanding. The
checklist has been used at numerous intervals throughout the year, and is always catered to
match the text and the task. In order to promote student independence the checklist has been
modified with fewer scaffolds and for some students the checklist has been removed
completely. If a student shows the ability to independently break down a complex text, make
connections, and find the key vocabulary words, then they no longer need the structure of
the checklist However, some students still require this scaffolding but to different levels and
may therefore still use the checklist It has been a useful tool this year for students to use as
they make meaning of complex texts and sources.



Words to Know

Sickle cell and Malaria: It’s a mystery
Excerpt taken from:

http://www.pbs.orgJwgbh/evolution/librarv’ 012 02.htr,

A gene known as HbS was the center of a medical and
evolutionary detective story that began in the mid 1940’s in
Africa. Doctors noticed that patients who had sickle cell anemia,
a serious hereditary blood disease, were more likely to survive
malaria, a disease that kills 1.2 million people every year. What
was puzzling was why sickle cell anemia was so prevalent in some
African populations. How could a “bad” gene (the mutation that
sometimes causes the lethal sickle cell disease) also be
beneficial? On the other hand, if the mutation didn’t provide
some survival advantage, why had the sickle cell gene persisted
in such a high frequency in the populations that had it?

The sickle cell mutation is like a typographical error
(typo) in the DNA code that tells the body how to make a form of
hemoglobin (Hb), the oxygen-carrying molecule in our blood.
Each person has two copies of the gene, one from each parent.
Usually, both genes make a normal hemoglobin protein, (N).
When a person inherits two mutant copies of the gene (M), the
abnormal protein cause red blood cells to lose oxygen and warp
into a sickle shape during periods of high activity. These sickle
cells become stuck in small blood vessels, causing a crisis of pain,
fever, swelling, and tissue damage that can lead to death. This is
sickle cell anemia. But it takes two copies of the mutant
gene,(MM) one from each parent, to give someone the full-
blown disease. Many people only have one copy of the mutant
gene while the other gene is for normal hemoglobin protein,
(MN). Those who carry one copy of the sickle cell gene are called
carriers and do not suffer as severely from the disease.

What do the words prevalent and persisted
mean in the first paragraph?

In sentence one the author compares the
persistence of the HbS gene to a detective
story. What are some traits of a good
detective story and why would the author
choose to make this comparison?

Gene: a unit of DNA which controls ihat
ii show up in offspring

Offspring: the next generation of Ring
things

Mutation: a random ch* in a ;e:e

ereditary: pass from parent to
offspring by er es

Sickle: a C- object

Immune: from



Researchers found that the sickle cell gene is
especially prevalent in areas of Africa hard-hit by malaria.
In some regions, as much as 40% of the population carries
at least one HbS mutant gene. It turns out that in these
areas, HbS carriers, who have the gene combination (MN),
have been naturally selected because the gene confers
some resistance to malaria. Their red blood cells,
containing some abnormal hemoglobin tend to sickle
when they are infected by the malaria parasite. Those
infected cells flow through the spleen, which culls them
out because of their sickle shape and the parasite is
eliminated along with them.

Scientists believe the sickle cell gene appeared and
disappeared in the population several times, but became
permanently established after a particularly vicious form of
malaria jumped from animals to humans in Asia, the
Middle East and Africa.

In areas where sickle cell genes are common, the
immunity that results has become a selective advantage.
Unfortunately, it is also a disadvantage because the
chances of being born with two sickle cell genes and the
full-blown disease are relatively high.

For parents who each carry the sickle cell trait, the chance
that their child will also have one gene for the trait and be
immune to malaria is 50%. There is a 25% chance the child
will have neither full blown sickle cell disease nor the gene
which would give them immunity to malaria. There is also
a 25% chance that their child will get two copies of the
gene and get full-blown sickle cell disease. This situation is
a stark example of genetic compromise, an evolutionary
“trade-off.”

Normally, when an organism inherits a mutant
gene that causes disease, they are less likely to
survive into adulthood, reproduce, and pass the
mutation to their offspring.

In the case of the mutated gene for sickle cell, if an
organism inherits one mutant gene for the disease,
are they less likely to survive into adulthood?
Support your answer with a text based detail.

What is the author’s purpose? Circle one and
justify your answer using evidence to support your
choice.

A )inform

B )persuade

C) entertain

Credits: © 2001 WGBH Educational Foundation and Clear Blue Sky Productions, Inc. All rights reserved.

“It turns out that in these areas, HbS carriers have been naturally selected because the gene confers
(offers) some resistance to malaria.” How does this information support the theory of natural selection?

5.



TO WHAT EXTENT IS PERSISTENCE OF THE GENE THAT CAUSES SICKLE CELL DISEASE AN EXAMPLE OF
NATURAL SELECTION?

In the conclusion, the author states that, “the situation is a stark example of genetic
compromise”. Using your knowledge of the meaning of compromise, please highlight three details from
the text that would support the main idea that having the HbS gene for sickle cell is an evolutionary
compromise or trade-off.

1.

2.

3,

5’



Thinking beyond:

DDT, a pesticide, was used in the United States for years to kill pests like the mosquitoes that carry
Malaria. Malaria is rarely seen in the United States today.

Predict: In three hundred years, how prevalent would you expect the sickle cell gene to be in the United
States citizens that do not travel outside of the country? Explain your thinking.

Predict: If we were to eliminate Malaria worldwide, what would happen to the sickle cell gene over
time? How does this show natural selection?
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Thinking-Intensive Reading:
A Process for Interrogation of the Text

TASK: Please complete the checklist below before, during, and after the
attached reading. Then, use the reading to answer the questions that follow.

Science 8

Period

Name

Date

BEFORE 1. Preview the title, subtitles, pictures and
READING captions. Make at least 2 notes in the margin

(connections, questions, thoughts/ideas, etc...).

2. Underline at least 5 key vocab words.
DURING Make a note in the margin for at least 3 out of

READING your 5 vocab words (connections, questions,
thoughts/ideas, etc...).

AFTER 3. At the bottom of the reading,
READING summarize the main idea by putting together all

of the notes you took so far.
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A warm front occurs

when warm air catches up
Direction of Movement W1!M FRoiir

with cold air The less dense

waim air glides over the C,rrostratusWarm ---denser cold air. The slow riB- - -

ing air also condenses in the Air Mass
:. -:‘ -‘

6

cooler air as it rises.
However, sinceit doesnot
rise as rapidly as when a cold :
front collides with a warm Cold
front, it is characterized by 11 Air Mass 2

the formation of feathery cir-
rus clouds followed by

sheet-like stratus clouds. If

___________________________________

the air had significant mois
ture in it, there would be
widespread precipitation.

When a cold front and
warm front meet, but move Altitude

very slowly relative to one
another, a stationery front
has formed. The denser cold
air sinks slowly under the
warmer air mass. Clouds
form, but they form very
lowly. They can last for a
number of days until another
air mass moves in with
enough force to move the
stalled air masses.

Present Weather

Smog Hail Thunder
storms

=00
Fog Haze

Warm Air Mass

cA contjnen1 arctic
cP continental polar
cT continental tropical
mT maritime tropical
mP maritime polar

QccLu.D.E1 FR0NI

ApproxImately 300 Miles —.

Air Masses Front Symbols

Cold ...A. A 4_4
Warm

Stationary y’,r’—y—

Occluded

WEATHER 1-RONTS -.uLJ

Wuen two air masses . ‘-:‘

meet, the region is called a 6 d’ War
weather front It is often - CuinU(o)

Dharacterlzed by rapid weath- 6 Cbtd nimbus) .2 Air Mass
er changes accompanied by

4 Air Mass. ‘\
., : :

precipitation
(

A cold front forms when
\\\\\

a cold air mass meets a warm 2 Cumulus

air mass In the summer Direction of Movement- -

bime, cold, fronts are often fr

associated with thunder-

stoims. Since the cold mass is • ApprodrnatehJ3ODMlI0s . Appro,mately300MII ::.

‘.. ..

more dense than the warm

mass, it pushes the warmer air up The moisture in the warmer air quickly condenses in the cooler upper air
forming cumulus clouds (towering thick white clouds) that characterize cold fronts

An occluded front takes place when a fast moving cold front overtakes a warm front, lifting it quickly, and
causing large scale condensation and precipitation..

Drizzle Rain

* I
Snow Sleet Freezing

Rain

Rain
Showers

*

Snow
Showers

Front Symbols: Synoptic weather ipsuse symbols to represent th motion of fronts, because fronts can

be used to predict weather. For example, a warm front carrying moist air is followed by a cold front. This often

results in rain. This is because cool air cannot hold as much moisture as warm air. Cloud formation and precipi

tation follows as the colder air causs the temperature to drop to the dew point temperature.

______

.
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Science 8

Period

_____

Name

Date

Si

I,
ELF/ - —i_S,

\ir Low induced
currents

Spectral Analysis Pre-Lab

CoO

Directions: Use the interrogation of text strategy checklist to think about the readingand help you answer questions in this packet.
:

-c Electromagnetic waves are caused by a disturbance of electric and ningnetic-..

--fields by electrons. The spectrum of these waves varies based *
‘_— [- frequency. They are organized into the Electromagnetic Spectrum based on these wave•—.

-. fTListics. All parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are useful to humans andserve a purpose in our lives. While you are surrounded by various types ofJ electromagnetic waves all the time, you probably don’t notice because most of thespectrum is invisible to the unaided eye. Visible light is the only part of theelectromagnetic spectrum that you can see. Below is a version of the Electromagneticspectrum that you. should break down and analyze using your checklist.
i—’ S’

; -
mobile phoneS

JEMoulder. YItic - FM radial MW heat tanning medicaitiId j —> ‘.J --: -AM radio TV oven lamp booth x-iays

1’
:

-

Ô

I fl I o4 102 1 1 0 1 0’ 1 0 I O 1 lJ° 1 0 \ .. I
I

rWavelength (meters)
-, 3

Frequency (Hz)

IL lO 1O 10 1012 1ol 1o
Radio

__________

Infrared —

lRF) Microwave (IR)
MW)

Non-lonizinq
Non—thermal

-v

10 10°

X-ray and y-rays

Ionlzinq
Thermal

4,
Hkh induced

currents

Heating
7

I Optical I Brofrnbonds

4,
Electronic
excitation

Photodiemical
elfects

\‘

:-
-

5-

DNA Damage

Cancer, mutation
birth detects

Write your summary of the above reading and the diagram in the space below:H

- ---,-:f’ ‘(ZC -
--

f

:[ —
- -

-
—

\__• S
-
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Visible light hel s us to see in different ways. Luniino obect give off visible

light The sui

______

_____

bs, and fueflie aie all lunurious objects Other

objects are visi e no e ey rodüê11ieir own light, but becaue they are lit tip

by luminous objects, like headlights bouncing off a deer. The moon does not gve off its

owrijgJiiatead,siiight is flectedo’Jtssurface. Objects that can

because they are lit tip are
the electromagnetic spectrum can be separated into

its own spectrum. The white light that is given off by luminous objects is made up of all

-
- /the visible colors — Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, and Violet (ROY G liv).

) If you have ever seen a rainbow or looked through a prism, you have observed how.

white light can be separated. Fri ni work by bending white light to separate the

rJC different colors of the spectrum based on their wave eng s. on notice hat-the

color has a slightly

different wavelength and bends at a slightly different angle from the other colors. In

order to understand why objects have color, you must first know what happens when

light strikes the surface of an object. When light strikes any form of matter, it can be

transmitted,terabsPed, or reflected.

Substances are considerëdttans arent if light can be transmitted through them

‘ easily.. Glass, water, and air are transparen objects that allow light to pass through

them. Translucent objects scatter light, meaning that light can pass through them but

the image is fuzzy. Waxed paper and frosted glass are translucent. A substance, such as

wood or metal, that does NOT transmit light is called opaque. If an object is opaque

— and does not allow any light to pass through, then the light falling on the object is

-

. either reflected or absorbed. If the light is absorbed, it cannot reach your eyes. Only

light that is reflected reaches your eyes, so the color of an opaque object is the color it

reflects. This is also true for all illuminated objects.

The diagram below shows the electromagnetic spectrum. You can only see the

middle portion (the visible light spectrum) that is expanded by the prism in the

diagram. And remember. . . .you only see the light that is reflected to you.

ii
L’ r.e- +Lc

V

t- k& HI

& A r r
Mc

Write one complete sentence comparing the wavelengths and frequencies of red light

and violet light:

.1• --

/

- ..

&

1

r-jOv, kr’ow vlcif3LE.
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Use the diagram below to answer the questions that follow.

En the picture above:
• CIRCLE one object that is opaque.

• Fut a BOX around one object that i.s transparent.

• STAR one object that transmits light.

Recall that white light is composed of all the colors of visible light, and black is
sometimes referred to as “the absence of color.” Using the terms “absorb” and reflect,”
explain why the truck appears white and the tires appear black. Then, based on your
explanation, tell which color is best to wear in the winter and why.

—: ‘ \•- J ‘.

—

:.

z

Based on what you have read, why should you wear white in the summer and black in
the winter?

v: CC 5E

L;A
‘, (
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r
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WHEN IS IT OKAY FOR THE

GOVERNMENT TO

TAKE/SUSPEND THE

LIBERTIES/FREEDOMS OF AMERICANS?

TO WHAT EXTENT IS THE GOVERNMENT

JUSTIFIED?

. . .



Close Reading Work Sheet: Japanese internment

Executive Order 9066 One Girl’s Experience Korematsu v. US. (1944) General J.L. DeWitt, suggested
policy, 1942

ListtheMainldeasand Mainidea: Mainidea: Mainldea: Mainidea:

Three Supporting Details

(Helpful Hint: Read all four documents

Supporting Details: Supporting Details: Supporting Details: Supporting Details:

secondtime and rereadforspec/ic 1. 1. 1. 1.

information. Vague or ‘e1y general
answers suggest you only read once.)

2. 2. 2. 2.

3. 3. 3. 3.

Explain and Describe
Author’s Tone and Purpose

(Helpful Hint: Use the descriptive
vocabulary chosen by the authors to
helpyou draw reasonable conclusions.)

Identify and Explain who the
author is speaking for.

(Helpful Hint: Ask yourself which
groups would approve or disapprove of
the authorr message.)

. . .



Close Reading Work Sheet:

Excerptfrom Executive Order 9066

Authorizing the Secretary of War to
Prescribe Military Areas:

Whereas the successful prosecution of
the war requires every possible
protection against espionage...

Now, therefore, by virtue of the
authority vested in me as President of
the United States, and Commander in
Chief of the Army and Navy, J hereby

authorize and direct the Secretary of
War, and the Military Commanders...to
prescribe military areas [and] whatever

restrictions the Secretary of War or the
appropriate Military Commander may
impose in his discretion.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

The White House,

February 19, 1942.

*espionage means spying

Excerpt from Japanese Internment: One Girl’s

Experience;from citizen 13660

Mine Okubo:

The guide left us at the door of Stall 50. We
walked in and dropped our things inside the

entrance. The place was in semidarkness; light
barely came through the dirty windows on
either side of the entrance. A swinging half
door divided the 20 by 9 ft. stall into two

rooms...The rear room had housed the horse
and the front room---the fodder [food for the
horse]. Spider webs, horse hair, and hay, huge

spikes and nails stuck out all over the walls. A

two inch layer of dust covered the floor, an
linoleum had been placed over the manure-

covered floor boards. We had to make friends
with the wild creatures in the camp...spiders,
mice, and rats...because we were out numbered.

On warm days it was unbearable in the stalls
and barracks.

The stench of manure returned with the
heat...The flush toilets never worked...We were
close to freedom and yet far from it. [T]he east
and main state highways had streams of cars
passed by us all day.

Guard towers and barbed wire surrounded the

entire center. Guards were on duty day and

This case said that we are dealing with
the case of imprisonment ofa citizen in

a concentration camp solely because of
his ancestry, without evidence or
inquiry concerning his loyalty and good
disposition toward the United States.
Our task would be simple, our duty
clear, were this a case involving the
imprisonment of a loyal citizen in a
concentration camp because of racial

prejudice. Regardless of the true
nature of the assembly and relocation
centers—and we deem it unjustifiable

to call them concentration camps with
all the ugly connotations that term
implies—we are dealing specifically
with nothing but an exclusion order.

General 1.1. DeWitt, suggested
policy, 1942

In the war in which we are now
engaged, racial affinities are not
severed by migration. The Japanese
race is an enemy race. And while
many second and third generation
Japanese born on United States soil
possessed of United States
citizenship, have become
“Americanized,’ the racial strains
are undiluted...It therefore follows

that along the vital Pacific Coast
over 112,000 potential enemies, of
Japanese extraction, are a large
today The very fact that no
sabotage has taken place to date is a

disturbing and confirming
indication that such action will be
taken.

Korematsu v. U.S., 1944, U.S. Supreme
Court Summary

night.

When is it okay for the government to take/suspend the liberties/freedoms of Americans? To what extent is the government justified? Choose

jj.g from below and then justify your answer on the lines provided to you.

Always—The government can do whatever they wish

This one time only---Because of attacks on Pearl Harbor

Sometimes---The government can limit liberties/freedoms during times of war

Never—Americans are guaranteed unalienable [never to be taken away] rights

. .



N am e:

_________________________________________

Directions: Answer the task below by writing a CEI paragraph that addresses each of the bullets. Be sure to incorporate evidence from all FOUR

sources.

TASK: Evaluate the U.S. policy of Internment

• Describe the historical circumstances behind Japanese Internment.

• Analyze the effects of this policy on those interned.

• Discuss the impact of this historical event on American Democracy

t) . . .



Close Re Work Sheet:

Lxcerpt from Executive Order 9066

Authorizing thc Secretary of War to
Prescribe Military Areas:

Vhereas [he sLIccessiul prosecution of
the war requires every possible
p ulection against espionage...

Now, therefore, by virtue of the
utllOi’itv vested in me as President of

the United States, and Commander in
(Thief of the Army and Navy, I hereby
authorize and direct the Secretary of
War, and the Military Commanders...to
orescribe military areas [and] whatever
restrictions the Secretary of War or the
appropriate Military Commander may
mposc in his discretion.

(rankhn 0. Roosevelt

Excerptfrom Japanese Internment: One Girl’s
Experience; from citizen 13660

Mine Okubo:

The guide left us at thc door of Stall 50. We
walked in and dropped our things inside the
entrance. The place was in semidarkness; light
barely came through the dirty windows on
either side of the entrance. A swinging half
door divided the 20 by 9 ft. stall into two
roorns...The rear room had housed the horse
and the front room---the fodder [food for the
horse]. Spider webs, horse hair, and hay, huge
spikes and nails stuck out all over the walls. A
two inch layer of dust covered the floor, an
linoleum had been placed over the manure-
covered floor boards. We had to make friends
with the wild creatures in the camp...spiders,
mice, and rats...because we were out numbered.
On warm days it was unbearable in the stalls
and barracks.

The stench of manure returned with the
heat...The flush toilets never worked...We were
close to freedom and yet far from it. [T]he east
and main state highways had streams of cars
passed by us all day.

Korematsu v. US., 1 944, U.S. Supreme
Court Summaiy

This case said that we are dealing with
the case of imprisonment ofa citizen in
a concentration camp solely because of
his ancestry, without evidence or
inquiry concerning his loyalty and good
disposition toward the United States.
Our task would be simple, our duty
clear, were this a case involving the
imprisonment ofa loyal citizen in a
concentration camp because of racial
prel udice. Regardless of the true
nature of the assembly and relocation
centers—and we deem it unjustifiable
to call them concentration camps with
all the ugly connotations that term
implies—we are dealing specifically
with nothing but an exclusion order.

General ii. DeWitt, sugges Lee
policy, 1942

In the war in which we are now
engaged, racial affinities are not
severed by migration. The Japanese
race is an enemy race. And while
many second and third gencrat’.oo
japanese born on Unitcd States soil
possessed of United States
citizenship, have become
“Americanized “ the racial strains
are undiluted., It theretore follows
that along the vitai Pacific Coas
over 112000 potential enema, of
Japanese extraction, are a large
today The very fact that no
sabotage has taken place to date is a
disturbing and canNrmint
indication that such action will be
taken.

Always-- The government can do whatever they wish
This one time only---Because of attacks on Pearl Harbor
Sometirnes---The government can limit liberties/freedoms during times of war

-. Nevcr—-Arnericans are guaranteed unalienable [never to be taken away] rights
A... i\, CIl
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_________

(‘he White 1-louse,

Hhruary 19, 1 042.

espioiauge means spying

Guard towers and barbed wire surrounded the
entire center. Guards were on duty day and

-

_ _____
_____

When do you think it is okay to take/suspend the liberties/freedoms of Americans? Choose from below and then fustily
your answer on the lines provided to you.
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Explain and Describe
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AnswerthetaskbelowbywringaCE!paragraphthataddresseseachofthebullets.Besuretoincorporateevidencefromall

sources.
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TASK:EvaluatetheU.S.policyofinternment

•DescribethehistoricalcircumstancesbehindJapanese
---
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The Articles of Confederation

At the time of the Revolution, each of the 13 states had its
own government, and it soon became clear that the
Continental Congress was inadequate as a national
government. The rights of citizens varied from state to state.
In their town meetings people often argued about what those
rights ought to be. Solving such issues was one step in moving
forward toward a national government.

The Second Continental Congress
was organized to create a national
government. The Continental Congress
appointed a Committee of Thirteen,
with one member from each colony.
This group was assigned to discuss and
draft the Articles of Confederation, the
new national constitution.

Under the Articles of Confederation, Congress would
become the single branch of national government, but it
would have limited powers in order to protect the liberties of
the people. Each state had one vote in the Congress.
Congress could settle conflicts among the states, make war,
issue coins, borrow money, and make treaties with other
countries and with Native Americans. Congress could also ask
the states for money and soldiers. However, states had the
power to refuse these requests. The government did not
have a president or a national court system, and it could not
levy any taxes.

The Second Continental Congress passed the Articles of
Confederation on November 15, 1777. Then, it sent the
Articles to each state legislature for ratification, or official
approval, before the new national government could take

Iffect.

Re-read the highlighted text.
Why do you think the
Continental Congress was
inadequate?

- What is the main idea of
paragraph #2?

Highlight 5 details that support
the following main idea:

Congress became the only
branch of government under the
Articles of Confederation.

Re-read the last sentence of this
paragraph. How do the Articles
of Confederation differ from our
Constitution today?

What is the main idea of
paragraph 4?

Words to Know:

inadequate: not good
enough

appointed: selected

liberties: freedoms

levy: raise

Main Idea: Applied Text, 1/5/12 1L1



1. What is the main idea of the passage “The Articles of Confederation?”

2. What details support that this is the main idea?_____________________

3. Re-read this line: “Under the Articles of Confederation, Congress would become the single branch of national
government, but it would have limited powers in order to protect the liberties of the people.” Restate this
sentence in your own words.

4. Re-read this sentence: “In their town meetings people often argued about what those rights
ought to be.” According to this sentence, what does ought mean?

5. Re-read this sentence: “Then, it sent the Articles to each state legislature for ratification, or
official approval, before the new national government could take effect.”
According to this sentence, what does ratification mean?

6. Summarize: what were two weaknesses of the new national government?

-75.



World War 1
Though Europe was at peace in the early 1900s, relations( between European nations were not necessarily friendly. In fact,
feelings offear and distrust were growing among European
powers such as Germany, France, Great Britain, Russia, and
Austria-Hungary. This dangerous tension had several important
causes.

____________________________

What is the main idea of this

______

One cause of tension was the rise of paragraph?

nationalism in the 1800s. Nationalism is
the strong sense of pride and loyalty to

one’s nation or culture. Nationalism
inspired people who shared a language or
culture to want to unite politically. In
1871, for example, Chancellor Otto von

______________________

Bismark and Kaiser Wilhelm I brought together several German states
to form the nation of Germany.

AWhile nationalism helped bring stability to Germany, it caused
instability in other places. The empire of Austria-Hungary included
people from many different cultural groups. One of these groups
was the Slays. Slavic nationalists wanted to break away from Austria-
Hungary and join the independent Slavic community of Serbia on the
Balkan Peninsula. Leaders of Austria-Hungary reacted angrily, seeing
this movement as a threat to their empire.

Another source of tension in Europe was imperialism. Britain’s huge
empire, stretching from Africa to Asia, brought it wealth and power.
Eager to share in such benefits, other European powers competed
for control of overseas territories. Fierce competition for territory
took place within Europe as well. For example, Germany has taken
the Alsace-Lorraine region from France in the Franco-Prussian war in
1871. France wanted it back.

In this competitive atmosphere, nations focused their resources on
militarism—the aggressive strengthening of armed forces. European
nations raced to build armies and navies that were larger than ever
before.

Re-read the highlighted text. What
do you think the purpose of this
passage will be?

Connect: How have you
shown pride or loyalty to
so met hi ng?

Question: Why did
nationalism cause a problem
for the Slays in Austria
Hungary?

Cause and effect: Why did
the imperialism of Great
Britain cause tension in
Europe?

Vocab in Context: Re-read
the highlighted text. What is
militarism?

Do you think militarism is a
good or bad thing?

-7’



Connect: Have you formed
an alliance with someone —

before? How did the
alliance help you?

As nations became more powerful, they sought to protect themselves
by forming new alliances. Germany formed an alliance with Austria-

Hungary in 1879. Each promised to defend the other in case of
enemy attack. Concerned with Germany’s

______

growing power, France and Russia created
their own alliance in 1893. Britain joined
France and Russia in 1907.

Now answer these questions.

/
1. Causes of tension that helped to spark

World War 1

I

2. Look at the organizer above. Make a prediction. Which of the above tensions will cause
World War 1 to start? Why do you think that?

!tion: How could the
alliances being formed

71



3. Summarize: What did you learn about the tension leading up to World War 1? Be sure to

give at least 5 specific details. 5 4 3 2 1

78



Name Social Studies 8

Directions: Use your active reading strategies to read the passage and answer the questions below.

cerpt from Theodore Roosevelt: Roosevelt Corollary 1905

1. The tone of President Theodore Roosevelt’s speech is best described as
a. Warning
b. Friendly
c. Fearful
d Questioning

2. What was the purpose for President Theodore Roosevelt to write this?
a. To make alliances with Latin America
b. To warn Latin America about possible U.S. intervention
c. To convince Latin America to trade with the U.S.
d To show the American people he was a Progressive President

3. Which of these best describes this passage?
a. Biography
b. Editorial
c. Poetry
d. Speech

4. When Roosevelt said nations who know how to act with “reasonable efficiency and decency in social and
political maters” he most likely meant

a. Nations who ignore the rights of other nations
b. Nations who respect the rights of other nations

5. Reread the passage “in flagrant cases of such wrongdoing...” The author’s use the word flagrant most
likely means what?

a. Hidden
b. Justified
c. Obvious
d. Disturbing

6. What is the main idea of the Roosevelt Corollary?
a. The United States will be the police in the Western Hemisphere
b. Latin America has it’s independence
c. Big Business interests are best served by Dollar Diplomacy
d. The United States and Latin America are allies

The questions above were designed to see how
well you can read and think identify what each
question is asking you by placing the question
number in the correct category:

All that this country desires is to see the neighboring countries stable, orderly, and prosperous. Any country
whose people conduct themselves well can count upon our hearty friendship. If a nation shows that it knows how
to act with reasonable efficiency and decency in social and political matters, if it keeps order and pays its
obligations, it need fear no interference from the United States. Chronic wrongdoing, or an impotence which
results in a general loosening of the ties of civilized society, may in America, as elsewhere, ultimately require
intervention by some civilized nation, and in the Western Hemisphere the adherence of the United States to the
Monroe Doctrine may force the United States, however reluctantly, in flagrant cases of such wrongdoing or
impotence, to the exercise of an international police power.

I

A. Main idea
B. Vocabulary in context
C. Inferential Thinking
D. Author’s purpose_
E. Text Type
F. Summary —



Name:______________________ Class
Period:

Archery Video Assessment
Rationale: Throughout the Archery Unit, there has been a clear emphasis on
establishing correct technique and form when performing the seven commands
of the range. Skill cues and guidelines have been routinely provided to specifically
target the following common errors: number of fingers on the bow string, anchor
point, elbow position and release.

Directions: After viewing each of the video clips, answer the following questions
and provide specific corrective feedback.

1.) Video Clip #1: Using your prior archery knowledge, can you identify what is
proper or improper about the shooting technique.

2.) Video Clip #2: Using your prior archery knowledge, can you identify what is
proper or improper about the shooting technique.

3.) Video Clip #3: Using your prior archery knowledge, can you identify what is
proper or improper about the shooting technique.
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QG) Fi TtESSGRhIM®
N IAN NLIIHIP WO N 1 HE NFL MOVEMENT I OH AN AC IV GENERA11ON

Aerobic Capaciy V2Max)

F Current: I 45.9

Past: — 47.9

Current:
Past:

(Abdominal) Curl-Up

Current:
Past:

Body Mass Index

‘SornoRNkHRRHk

271
— 23

Being too lean or too heavy may be
a sign of (or lead to) health problerns.

On how many of the past 7 days did you participate in
physical activity (or a total of 30-60 minutes, or more,
over the course of the day?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
strengthen or tone your muscles?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
loosen up or relax your muscles?

Your aerobic capacity score is in the Healthy Fitness
Zone. To maintain fitness, you should be active every
(lay. Try to do vigorous activities or sports that you
enjoy for a total of 60 minutes each day.
Your abdominal and upper-body strength are both in
the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain your fitness, do
resistance training that includes exercises for each of
these areas. Abdominal exercises should be done 3 to
5 days each week. Strength activities for other parts of
your body should be done 3 days a week.
Your flexibility is in the Healthy Fitness Zone. Maintain
your flexibility by stretching slowly 3 or 4 days each
week, holding the stretch 20-30 seconds.
Name, your body composition score needs
improvement. If it is maintained at this level you will

54 have increased risks of future health problems.
Regular physical activity can reduce risks and may
help with weight loss. Improving your body composition
will improve your health and may help increase other
fitness scores. To improve, do these things:
-Get at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
activity each day.
-Reduce time spent watching TV and playing video
games.
-Eat a healthy diet including fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Reduce your calories from foods with solid fats and

31 added sugars.
Healthy Fitness Zone for 14 year-old boys
Aerobic Capacity: >= 42.5 mI/kg/mm
Curl-Up: >= 24 repetitions
Trunk Lift: 9 - 12 inches
Push-Up: >= 14 repetitions
Back-Saver Sit and Reach:

At least 8 inches on R & L
Body Mass Index: 16.1 - 22.1

To be healthy and fit it is important to do some physical
activity almost every day. Aerobic exercise is good for

Number your heart and body composition. Strength and
of Days flexibility exercises are good for your muscles and

joints.

Curre

Past:

— I MESSAG[S

Your sore tor1Aerobic Capacity is based on the number
of PACER laps and BMI. It shows your ability to do
activilies such as running, cycling, or sports at a high
level.

PACER Laps BMI
70 27.1
66 23.7

:.

HaIthy Fitness tone

37

3

q

rH

t

I
e

e

(Trunk Extension)

Current: Incomplete
Past: Incomplete

(Upper Body) Push-U

Current:
Past:

(Flexibility) Back-Say r Sit and Reach R, L
Current: 12,00, 12.00
Past: 12.00, 12.00

Current:
Past:

©2OlOThe Cooper Institute
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FGFlTNEssGRflM®
NI,lU’ Wil U j tilA NI I MQukMEN Wi AN Al. lvi INIAAI IN

1;4]iI

Your score for Aerobic Capacity is based on the number
of PACER laps and BMI. It shows your ability to do
activities such as running, cycling, or sports at a high
level.

(Flexibility) Back-Say r Sit and Reach R, L

Your aerobic capacity score is in the Healthy Fitness
i5.6 Zone. fo maintain fitness, you should be active every

55.6 day. Try to do vigorous activities or sports that you
enjoy for a total of 60 minutes each day.
Your abdominal and upper-body strength are both in
the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain your fitness, do
resistance training that includes exercises for each of
these areas. Abdominal exercises should be done 3 to
5 days each week. Strength activities for other parts of
your body should he done 3 days a week.
Your flexibility is in the Healthy Fitness Zone. Maintain
your flexibility by stretching slowly 3 or 4 days each
week, holding the stretch 20-30 seconds.

, Good News. Your body composition score is in
/5 the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain this healthy

level, do the following:
-Get at least (50 minutes of moderate to vigorous
activity each day.
-Limit time spent watching TV and playing video
games.
-Eat a healthy diet including fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Limit foods with solid fats and added sugars.
Healthy Fitness Zone for 13 year-old boys
Aerobic Capacity: >= 41.1 mI/kg/mm
Curl-Up: >= 21 repetitions
Trunk Lift: 9 - 12 inches
Push-Up: >= 12 repetitions
Back-Saver Sit and Reach:

At least 8 inches on R & L
Body Mass Index: 15.5-21.3

Body Mass Index

Current: 18.3
Past: 18.0

Being too lean or too heavy may be
a sign of (or lead to) health problems.

Sane Rl&c ‘ High Risk

On how many of the past 7 days did you participate in
physical activity for a total of 30-60 minutes, or more,
over the course of the day?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
strengthen or tone your muscles?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
. loosen up or relax your muscles?

To be healthy and fit it is important to do some physical
activity almost every day. Aerobic exercise is good for

Number your heart and body composition. Strength and
of Days flexibility exercises are good for your muscles and

joints.

Sons Risk

Aerobic Capci(y (VC 2Max)

Ins

Current:
Pist:

Current:
Past:

Current:
Past:

BMI
18.3
18.0

althy Fts Zone

PACER Laps
84
83

(Abdominal) Curl-Up

Current:
Past:

(Trunk Extension)

Current: Incomplete
Past: Incomplete

(Upper Body) Push-U

Current:
Past:

3

18

Current:
Past:

11.00 10.00
8.00, 9.00

6
0 © 2010 The Cooper Inslitule
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Fi TNE.SSGRllM
INI AIIINERSHIP WiTh a1)i THE NFl MQVr1F Ni FOR AN Al I1VL F Ni iAlIi)N

HNh

Aerobic Capaciy (V2Max)
fr Current:

Past:

I
Current:
Past:

42.6

(Trunk Extension)

Current: Incomplete
Past: Incomplete

(Upper Body) Push-U

Current:
Past:

Being too lean or too heavy may be
a sign of (or lead to) health problems.

On how many of the past 7 days did you participate in
physical activity for a total of 30-60 minutes, or more,
over the course of the day?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
strengthen or tone your muscles?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
loosen up or relax your muscles?

MF$SAGES
Your aerobic capacity score is in the Healthy Fitness
Zone. To maintain fitness, you should be active every
day. Try to do vigorous activities or sports that you
enjoy for a total of 60 minutes each day.
Your abdominal and upper-body strength are both in
the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain your fitness, do
resistance training that includes exercises for each of
these areas. Abdominal exercises should be done 3 to
5 days each week. Strength activities for other parts of
your body should be done 3 days a week.
Your flexibility is in the Healthy Fitness Zone. Maintain
your flexibility by stretching slowly 3 or 4 days each
week, holding the stretch 20-30 seconds.

, Good News. Your body composition score is in
the H althy Fitness Zone. To maintain this healthy
level, do the following:
-Get at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
activity each day.
-Limit time spent watching t•V and playing video
games.
-Eat a healthy diet including fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Limit foods with solid fats and added sugars.
Healthy Fitness Zone for 13 year-old girls
Aerobic Capacity: >= 39.7 mI/kg/mm
Curl-Up: >= 18 repetitions
Trunk Lift: 9 - 12 inches
Push-Up: >= 7 repetitions

20 Back-Saver Sit and Reach:
At least 10 inches on R & L

Body Mass Index: 15.4 - 22.0

To be healthy and fit it is important to do some physical
activity almost every day. Aerobic exercise is good forNumber your heart and body composition. Strength andof Days flexibility exercises are good for your muscles and
joints.

Needs: I Healthy

Inst

wZone

Current:

Past:

43.3
Your sore for Aerobic Capacity is based on your run time
and BMI. It shows your ability to do activities such as
running, cycling, or sports at a high level.

Run Time BMI
9:34 20.2
9:10 20.4

(Abdominal) Curl-Up

Current:
Past:

25

(Flexibility) Back-Say

Current:
Past:

Body Mass Index

rSitand Reach R,L

12.00, 12.00
12.00, 12.00

Healthy

Current:
Past:

- Soie R’k H,qh R,sk

202

120.4

p

© 2010 The Cooper Institute
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(Flexibility) Back-Say r Sit and Reach R, L

16.2
16.2

Being too lean or too heavy may be
a sign of (or lead to) health problems.

On how many of the past 7 days did you participate in
physical activity for a total of 30-60 minutes, or more,
over the course of the day?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
strengthen or tone your muscles?

On how many of the past 7 days did you do exercises to
loosen up or relax your muscles?

To be healthy and fit it is important to do some physical
activity almost every day. Aerobic exercise is good forNumber your heart and body composition. Strength andof Days flexibility exercises are good for your muscles and
joints.

MESSAGES

Run Time
Current: 8:45
Past: 8:45

BMI
16.2
16.2

cE) Flr’vEssGRflM
IN FANINFRSHIpIdIIII TIlE NFL l.1ONEMENT I oRAN GFTIDN

Instruct
Dat

Current: 04/

__________________________

Rist: 04/3

H,h R,sk ,Sono RIsk .
. 1

Aerobic Capaciiy (V2Max)
Your aerobic capacity score is in the Healthy Fitness

17.8 Zone. To maintain fitness, you should be active everyCurrent.

_____

b
—47.8 day. Try to do vigorous activities or sports that youPast:

_____

—

Your score for Aerobic Capacity is based on your run time enjoy for a total of 60 minutes each day.
and BMI. It shows your ability to do activities such as Your abdominal and upper-body strength are both inrunning, cycling, or sports at a high level, the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain your fitness, do

resistance training that includes exercises for each of
these areas. Abdominal exercises should be done 3 to
5 days each week. Strength activities for other parts of
your body should be done 3 days a week.

______

Your flexibility is in the Healthy Fitness Zone. Maintain

___________________

your flexibility by stretching slowly 3 or 4 days each
week, holding the stretch 20-30 seconds.

, Good News. Your body composition score is in
75 the Healthy Fitness Zone. To maintain this healthy
15 level, do the following:

- -Get at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous
activity each day.
-Limit time spent watching TV and playing video
gaines.
-Eat a healthy diet including fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Limit foods with solid fats and added sugars.
Healthy Fitness Zone for 12 year-old girls
Aerobic Capacity: >= 40.1 mI/kg/mm
Curl-Up: > 18 repetitions

___________
__________

Trunk Lift: 9 - 12 inches27 Push-Up: > 7 repetitions
27 Back-Saver Sit and Reach:

At least 10 inches on R & L
Body Mass Index: 14.9-21.2

(Abdominal) Curl-Up

Current:
Past:

(Trunk Extension)

Current: Incomplete
Past: Incomplete

(Upper Body) Push-U

Current:
Past:

3

Current:
Past:

Body Mass Index

11.00, 11.00
12.00, 12.00

Current:
Past:

©2OlOThe Cooper Institute



Chorus 7 Concert Evaluation

Name:

Task: For each song in our concert you
are going to make a judgment about the
quality of our performance.

Steps:

1. Determine what we should be listening
for in each song

2. Listen to the recording and take notes
about how we did

3. Using the information you got from
listening, make a judgment about our
performance
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Song Title: Johnny Has Gone for a Soldier

Our performance of this song was:

High Quality

My evidence to back up this judgment is:

• i.c r-35 2
• a r- mo

•

Write one paragraph that explains your judgment
and your evidence: (At least 4 sentences — Claim and 3 pieces

I j

‘ Mixed Quality

(circle one)

Poor Quality

1/ —.

V:’ rOY1O(JflC1’cI 5ci ‘;

of evidence)

‘15



I)avid Kiuge
March 28, 2012
7(11 Grade Orchestra

Professional Goal: I)ifierentiatc instruction lbr a diverse spectrum of learners. Use a
plIrpOSc’k11 variation of content (literature).

Essential Question: What is music literacy? I low does composing help me become a
more independent musician?

Procedure:

11:57 Welcome students as they get Folders, instruments, and find seats

11:59 — Begin tuning, and take attendance.

12:05 - Present the essential question(s) to students. Recap from previous class.

Gavotte: use as warm—up to get students performing rhythmic values
within the context ol literature.

1 2: 15 — Rhythm Master 14: students analyze rhythmic patterns and then perform
them. (Pre-assess student readiness)

Composition Project: Rhythmic Variation
—Students take their motif ftom part 2 and create their own rhythn
variations. (Formative assessment of students’ understanding aIIm
future differentiation)

12:30 — Siarficel: put lesson into practice through performance of understanding.
Point out to students the rhythmic variation used between measures 7 and
9.

12:38 - Dismiss



Next Steps
• Continue to expand on best practices utilizing

professional development opportunities in faculty and
department meetings.

• Continue to align to planning, instruction, assessment to
the Common Core Learning Standards1

• Continue curriculum refinement to reflect the role and
importance of the CCLS, while embedding connections
to district outcomes and enduring understandings.
(Example: ELA Ad Hoc Process)

• Continue to use data from TerraNova and New York
State Assessment item analysis to drive instruction and
differentiation in the classroom to meet student needs. In
addition, examine student performance to further target
instruction to meet the changes outlined in the CCLS

.

. . .
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The Challenge of Challenging Text
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When : i understand what makes texts complex, they can better
support their students in reading them.

How is reading complex text like lifting weights’? Just as its impossible to build
muscle without weight or resistance, it’s impossible to build robust reading skills
without reading challenging text. The common core state standards in language
arts treat text difficulty as akin to weight or resistance in an exercise program.

Most Viewed Articles
1. Every Child, Every Day (Mar

12)

2. The Challenge of Challenging
Text (Mar 12)

3. Ten Roles for Teacher Leaders
(Sep 07)

4. Taming the Wild Text (Mar 12). 5. The Myth of the Culture of
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More

This is in contrast to most past discussion of this topic, which emphasized how SH
overly complex text may impede learning. Such discussion therefore focused on
developing various readability schemes and text gradients to help teachers
determine which books might be too hard for their students. The new standards
instead propose that teachers move students purposefully through increasingly comple
and stamina.

What Makes Text Complex?

To help students learn to read complex texts, teachers need to answer the question. W
when we say that a text is difficult? Readability formulas usually answer this question b
factors: challenging vocabulary and long, complex sentences. Here we look at these fa
several others that also affect readers’ ability to comprehend text.
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Vocabulary

Permissions

ASCD respects intellectual
property rights and adheres to
the laws governing them. Learn
more about our permissions
policy and submit your request
online.

Policies and Requests

Translations Rights

Books in Translation

If you ask students what makes reading hard, they blame the words. And they’re right
importance on vocabulary. Authors introduce their ideas through words and phrases, a
know what these mean, there’s little chance that they will make sense ot the text. Studi

order thinking in reading depends heavily on knowledge of word meanings.t

Often, textbooks and teachers focus their attention on teaching students the vocabulart
central concepts in science, history, mathematics, or literature. Domain-specific terms,
Newton’s third law of motion, rhombus, and metaphor, are sure to receive instructional
classrooms. However, these words are usually surrounded by other essential hut more
terms, such as exerts, estimates, determines, distributed, resulting, culminates, and cl
every bit as much as those in the first list, are used in particular ways in the various dis’
instructional attention. Students’ ability to comprehend a piece of text depends on the n
domain specific words and new general academic terms they encounter

Sentence Structure

Words are not the whole pictute. Sentence structure matters, too, because it determine
operate together. Thus, undetstanding the sentence “The stork was walking in the bea
requires more than just being able to define individual words. The sentence must also
ideas expressed by these words fit together (Which stork? Where was the stork? What
text instead said, “Stork beautiful the walking in was the cornfield,” all the same ideas
presented, yet readers would not understand the meaning.

Other aspects of sentence structure can determine how hard it is for readers to make s
sentences, for example, tend to be easier to read than longer sentences; presumably, I
on the reader’s working memory. Longer sentences are likely to include multiple phrasc
tend to include more ideas that have to be related to one another. They also have a gr
noun or verb phrases) and more embedding (more complex relationships).

Authors constrUct such complicated sentences for a variety of reasons. In some cases,
structures are necessary to commLlnicate the complexity of the information itself—thus
phrases common in science. In literary passages, long-sentence writers like William Fa
Waugh may be trying to get readers to slow down and explore the architecture of the W
being expressed. In attempting to convey emotional complexity, we might write a sente

The yellow snow blower that my father bought for my mother for their 15th wedding
year is now sitting in the garage, under a pile of old boxes and newspapers, where
night, just before she threw her mobile phone, the one with my picture on it, at dad,
tears.

The many layered phrases in this sentence express the complicated emotions connect
better than a series of shorter, clearer sentences would do. However, such sentences
untangle because of the demands they place on working memory What happened just
threw her phone? Who burst into tears? The verb phrase is so deeply embedded in this
be hard, at first, to identify what is happening, If students are to interpret the meanings

qc
http://www.ascd.orglpublications/educational-leadership/rnar I 2/vo169/numO6lThe-Challen ta... 4/3/2012
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sentence structures convey, they need to learn how to make sense of the conventions of text—phrasing,
word order, punctuation, and language.

1703 Nor
AlexandrCoherence

Another challenge concerns how particular words, ideas, and sentences in text connect with one another, a
feature referred to as coherence. Authors use pronouns, synonyms, ellipses, and other tools to connect the MISSON

ideas across text. For example, take this simple passage: deVelOpS

John and Mary went to space camp. They liked it there, Of course, boys often like rockets, but Mary, ©2012 P
too, enjoyed it. P2

Help

Press
The first sentence tells about something two children did. To make sense of the second sentence, the

ASCDreader has to recognize that the pronoun they refers to the two children who were named in the first
sentence and that there refers to space camp. Similarly, to interpret the third sentence, the reader has to link
boys to John and recognize that it means the same thing as there did in the second sentence. Permiss

Terms a
Younger students often have difficulty making such connections, especially f the ideas are far apart or the
referents dont get restated frequently. Distant or complex cohesive links can also be challenging for second Adverlis

language learners or for older students reading about an unfamiliar topic. Sponsor

Organization

Ideas can be arranged across text in many ways, some more straightforward than others. For example,
some kinds of text—such as a science experiment or a recipe—order events in a time sequence. This would ONLIN
also be true of some fiction or historical stories, but not all of them. You will most likely never see a writer

ASCD
play around with a time sequence in presenting a science experiment, but flashbacks in literature and
nonsequential presentations of events in historical writing are common and important. Books

E-Book
Other organizational strLlctures include compare-contrast and problem-solution. For example, in science Videos
texts, detailed comparisons between species like alligators and crocodiles or between concepts like meiosis

Land mitosis are common. Similarly, problem-solution structures are evident in both science and social
studies; for example, an essay might explain multiple causes of water pollution and then explore multiple Periodic

solutions for each of these causes. Some organizational structures are used to organize particular text Confere
features; for example, a social studies textbook may include particular categories of detailed information Join ASi
(history, geography, economics, and culture) in each chapter.

Clearan

Students who are aware of the patterns authors use to communicate complex information have an
advantage in making sense of text. For example, it’s easier to follow Moby Dick if you know that it is a
narrative of a voyage punctuated by a series of digressions—that one chapter might move the story forward,
followed by another that describes the anatomy of whales, the history of whaling, or a sermon that one might
hear in a whaling-town church in the 19th century.

Background Knowledge

Vocabulary, sentence structure, coherence, and organization can all be determined by closely analyzing the
text itself. A final determinant of text difficulty, however, depends on the reader’s prior knowledge.

For example, Ernest Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea is often recommended for use with
adolescents. Hemingway’s language is spare and plain; he uses common words, and his sentences are

100
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/marl 2/vo169/num06/The-Cha11en... 4/3/2012
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often short, without embedding or complexity. A text gradient analysis would place this text at a 6th grade
reading level.

Yet many students at this age would have difficulty understanding this beautiful book. The reason is
obviously not in the book itself but in the interaction between the reader and the book. Few preteens have
had the emotional experiences that would prepare them to understand the old mans determination to
maintain hope and dignity in the face of overwhelniing odds. Students background knowledge, including
developmental, experiential, and cognitive factors, influences their ability to understand the explicit and
inferential qualities of a text.

What Can Teachers Do About Text Complexity?

Knowledge of text complexity can help teachers design three important components of literacy instruction:
building skills, establishing purpose, and fostering motivation.

Build Skills

Lets face it: Some students can’t make sense of a complex text because they cant decode it. Any older
student who still struggles with decoding needs intervention to address this difficulty.

But even students who have basic decoding skills sometimes struggle to deploy these skills easily and
accurately enough to get a purchase on challenging text. To help these students develop reading fluency,
teachers should give them lots of practice with reading the same text, as well as instruction to help them
develop a stronger sense of where to pause in sentences, how to group words, and how their voices should
rise or fall at various junctures when reading aloud.

Fluency instruction becomes more powerful when it’s taught not as an end in itself, but rather in the context
of students’ attempts to make sense of a particular text. True fluency is not merely lining up one sentence
after another and reading them aloud quickly; it’s also maintaining understanding across a text. Therefore,
fluency instruction should emphasize sentence structure and meaning. Teachers should have students
pause to discuss the meaning of the text. They should pair repeated readings of the same text with
questions that require the student to read closely for detail and key ideas.

Ongoing, solid vocabulary instruction is another essential component to help students develop skill in
reading complex text. This instruction should focus not just on domain-specific words and phrases that
describe the central concepts in the subject area, bUt also on general academic words. Effective vocabulary
instruction usually provides a rich exploration of word meanings, in which students do more than just copy
dictionary definitions—they consider synonyms, antonyms, categories, and specific examples for the words
under study.

Students also explore the connections among words, considering other words in the same category,
comparing and contrasting words with similar meanings, evaluating or constructing analogies, and building
word webs. They also have opportunities to use the words in reading, writing, speaking, listening, drawing,
and even physically acting them out. As students analyze the use of the vocabulary terms in text, teachers
can guide them to think about the meanings that the authors intended to convey (for example, the
differences in implication between nosey and curious, or cheap and frugal).

Establish Purpose

Recently, we were asked to explain why a passage about deserts was challenging for readers. As we
started to read the text, we noticed its beautiful language, vivid imagery, and well-wrought descriptions.
Despite its beauty, however, we found it hard to make sense of this passage. The problem was that we

lot
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couldn’t tell whether it was meant to be a literary text or a scientific one. Without knowing what kind of text
we were reading or what we were expected to do with the information, we had no idea what to attend to.

Students often find themselves in this kind of bind. Younger children frequently encounter hybrid texts that
combine a narrative story with expository information. For example, in the Magic School Bus books, the
characters take field trips to learn about electricity, weather, dinosaurs, and other topics. When reading
these books, children need to determine whether to focus on the story of the field trip or the information
about the concepts. Until they figure it out, they may feel confused.

Older students are confronted with texts from science, history, mathematics, and literature; and they have to
grasp the purposes for reading each of these texts so that they can focus their attention appropriately. For
example, science texts focus heavily on causation. These texts convey information aboLit what causes what,
but they are not typically concerned with the intention behind these events. Students reading a science text
may learn that apples grow on trees and that birds eat them, which plays an important role in spreading the
seeds around, which creates even more apple trees; however, readers will not be expected to question
whether apples grow on trees intentionally so that birds may eat them. In contrast, in reading history and
literature, readers need to be concerned with not just the causes of events, but also the human intentions
behind these causes.

In clearly communicating the purpose of reading to students, teachers should not convey so much
information that it spoils the reading or enables students to participate in class without completing the
reading; rather, they should let students know what learning to expect from the reading. For the text about
deserts, for example, establishing the purpose, “Determine the difference between desert and tundra
biomes” would direct the reading differently from establishing the purpose, “Examine the author’s use of
imagery and consider how you could apply it in your own writing.” Although both of these purposes are
worthwhile, reading for one purpose while performing a task for another would likely result in confusion and
even failure. When students struggle to understand the task, they pay less attention to the text itself.

Over time, as students read with purpose, they develop backgroLind knowledge and a deeper understanding
of the organizational structures authors use to convey information. This understanding gives students
access to increasingly complex texts.

Foster Motivation and Persistence

Learning to read challenging text is similar to undergoing physical therapy. Initially, such therapy is often
painful and exhausting, and it’s tempting to cheat on the exercises a bit. Physical therapists have to focus
not only on the muscle groups that need to be strengthened or stretched, but also on the patient’s
motivation. They need to keep the patient’s head in the game, because working past the pain is beneficial.

Similarly, it can be tough for students to hang in there and stick with a text that they have to labor through,
looking up words, puzzling over sentences, straining to make connections. Teachers may be tempted to try
to make it easier for students by avoiding difficult texts. The problem is, easier work is less likely to make
readers stronger. Teachers need to motivate students to keep trying, especially when the level of work is
increasing. The payoff comes from staying on track.

A good physical therapist knows what good teachers know: You need to create successive successes.
Students experience success in the company of their teacher, who combines complex texts with effective
instruction. They apply their growing competence outside the company of their teacher by reading texts that
match their independent reading ability. Over time, they engage in close reading of texts of their own
choosing, as well as assigned texts that build their subject-area knowledge. All the while, they set goals with
their teachers so that they can gauge their own progress. Forward motion toward a goal matters.

lO2
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No More Guesswork

Gone are the days when text was judged as difficult solely on the basis of sentence length and syllable
count. We now know that many factors affect text complexity. With this increased understanding, teachers
do not have to rely on intuition to figure out which books their students can handle. Instead, teachers can
select texts worthy of instruction and align their instructional efforts to ensure that all their students read
complex, interesting, and important texts.

Endnote

Stahl, S. A., & Fairbanks, M. M. (1986). The effects of vocabulary instruction: A model-based meta-analysis.
Review of Educational Research, 56, 72—i 10.

Timothy Shanahan is a professor and department chair, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, University of
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